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Unemployment down

Reagan predicts
recovery underway

A MAN WITH IDEAS — Educational consultant Lawrence Finkel
uses expressive gestures, a lively wit,ind challenging Ideasto jostle
the minds of persons concerned about school programs. Thursday he
conducted two-hour sessions with Murray school district teachers

and parents,as part of the preparation of a model for evaluating and
planning school curriculum.
Photo by Charles Honey

Murray schools dealing with what will be
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Lawrence Finkel challenged Murray school
teachers and parents with several ideas
Thursday. For instance:
"We're undergoing change so rapidly that
.we have no time to react. We must anticipate
the future." Agricultural society dealt with
methods of the _past, industrial society with
those of the present; in the "informational
age," we must deal with what will be.
Finkel, an, educational consultant.
delivered such messages in a lively presentation obviously aimed at jostling the thoughts
of local persons concerned about the schooling of Murray students. His visit Thursday
was part of a long-range process of curriculum evaluation embarked upon in
November, following formation of a citizen's
advisory group in the spring. He was conducting the second phase of preparing an
"educational planning model" that will serve
the school district for years to come.
In separate two-hour meetings with
teachers and parents, Finkel first bombarded
them with new educational concepts and then
ran them through a process of choosing or
evaluating priorities for the curriculum. The
teachers prioritized a list of 18 goals ranging
from the development of reading, writing,
speaking and listening skills, to learning to
respect and get along with others, to the appreciation of culture and beauty in the world.

Parents had already been polled on these
priorities, and last night rated the effectiveness with which the current curriculum
addresses them. The school board and administration has already completed both processes. Teachers, after Thursday's prioritizing, will rate curriculum effectiveness in
March,as will students.
This. information will then be evaluated
later in the spring, and a process Of curriculum'development will start this summer
and continue for the next several years. explained curriculum director Doralyn
Lanier.
The whole procedure is new and challenging because. Lanier said. "We've never
systematically listened to what the community wants," but rather the schools have mainly
heard from vocal minorities and "curriculum
bandwagons."
"Many boards of education are afraid to
open themselves up to the community,'
Lanier added. You have to feel pretty secure
to do that."
The educatianal model resulting from this
process will be referred to regularly,in the
future, as a kind of reference manual to see
how well the curriculum is meeting the goals
decided among the community, teachers,
students and School officials. It will also be
useful in the "scope and sequence" process of
revising certain areas of the curriculum and
adopting new textbooks. Lamer said.
Thursday was Finkel's third visit here, hay-

ing previously met with the boa-rd. administrators and teachers in November. and
- with parents in January Executive director
of the Institute for Curriculum 1)evelapment.
New York, he is also president-elect of the
Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development. Finkel said the latter is the
country's largest eumculum consulting
group
_
.
Superintendent Robert Mtn Jeffrey praised
Finkel as a "very realistic individual" who
-has his fingers on the pulse-beat of education " Finkel had nice things to say about the
people of Murray as well. calling them "the
nicest, wannest group of people I've ever encountered
A major thrust of Finkel's presentation was
that the speed of infonnation transnussion is
a crucial development of modern society that
education must address And while
technology such as computers must be introduced into the curriculum, it must go hand- •
in-hand with learning to get along with others.
as the main function of information
technology .5 o,nniunwatiun between people.
Finkel called this 'complementary relationship''hi-tech and hi-touch.. Finkel will return in March and in May to
help complete the pri,ritizing and evaluation
process
A total of 31 parents attended last night's
session. and 42 teachers participated in the
afternoon session voluotarily

Truckers walk picket lines at refineries
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associatied Prams Writer
Striking truckers walked picket
lines today at several oil
refineriess in the Louisville area,
lisping to bring freight haulers to
a stop, -especially those hauling
fuel.
But one of the independent
drivers, Ronnie Whitaker of
Louisville, said that the pickets,
who turned out at 6 a.m.. were not
accomplishing their goal at the
Marathon 011 refinery. "They're
not even slowing down. Not even
hitting their brakes." he said.
Across the Ohio River at
aarksville. Ind., though. Cliff's
Truck Stop closed briefly after
several people threatened to shut
down the station's fuel pumps
The decision to set up the picket
lines was reached late Thursday,
when between 250 and 300 striking
truckers met in Shepherdsvilie to
plan strategy.
At the meeting, many of the
truckers said they were beginning
to fool losses from not operating,
but they said they could not afford
to return to west.either.
"There's
between me and
starvation," said Steve McCord

as

liteCord, who usually hauls
grain for Trimble County
farmers,said that his truck wouls1
remain idle -until the bank comes
and gets it- or until the federal tax
usage law is changed. "1 just don't
run enough miles to pay all the
taxes." he said.
'
Bob Applegate, a spokesman for

the group that met in Shepherdsville, said thaj the highway usage
tax would climb from $280 this
year to $1,900 by the end of 19415.
Gunshots from ambush continued to plague drivers who
refused to join the five-day-old
strike by some of the nation's independent truck drivers. Police in
Kentucky received seven reports
of shootings on Thursday, only one
of which caused an injury.
Wade Wilbert of Warrior, Ala.,
suffered minor facial cuts when a
shot hit his windshield abOilt 1:15
a.m. on Interstate 45 near
Elizabethtown, said state Trooper
Rick Stout in Frankfort. He said

Parent advisory
groups to meet
The Chapter I Parent Advisory
Councils from the Calloway County Schools will meet Tuesday at
11 30 a m. at Western Skein'
Steak House,40S N. 12th St.
The session will consist of a joint
meeting of the district advisory
council and individual councils
from Southwest, East, and North
Elementary centers.
The councils will hear • report
from the Chapter I teachers concerning the school programs. Jim
Greer. Chapter I coordinator for
the Calloway County Schools, will
give an update on the program
plans and discuss progam evaluation and program phuuting for the
114344 school year

Wilbert continued on his way after
treatment for minor facial cuts.
Donny Wagner of London said
he was driving a Kerns Bakery
truck on U.S. 25E about five miles
north of Barbourville about 1 a.to
when a shot fired from en approaching pickup truck struck his
trailer. Wagner continued on to
London,state police said.'
Michael T. Pardue. 38, of
Elkins, N.C., driving a truck for
Holly Farms of Wilkesboro, N C,
said his grill and radiator were

damaged by a shot fired from a
group of four or five vehicles that
pursued him on U.S 23 . near
Greenup in northeastern Kentucky. Stout said
Virgil Charlton, 39, of Indianapolis. said he was shot at
about 5:30 a.m. from an overpass
near Slaughters. 10 miles north of
Madisonville on the Pennyrile
Parkway, said state Trooper Stan
Jones
Charlton said the radiator and
Continued On Page 2

Governor reveals specifics
of proposed flat-rate tax .plan
LOUISVILLE Ky.(API - Gov. wife to each claim the 82,300
John Y. Brown Jr. said his propos-. deduction allowed a single taxed 4 percent flat-rate tax plan
payer
would eliminate the "marriage
Brown, who is in California this
penalty" and would allow some
week, said the administration has
itemised deductions.
"an open ear"on the tax proposal.
In a telephone interview Thurs-"We want to leave iome latitude
day, Brown said that he discussed
In there and get input from the Apthe plan on Monday with state
propriations and Revenue ComRep. Joe Clarke, D-Danvilk, and
mittee,'' Brown said.
state Sen Mike Moloney. ()That committee is expected to
Lexington, the co-chairmen a( the
receive the modified tax proposal
interim Appropriations and
nest month.
Revenue Committee
Brown said the proposal would
• Brown said that, if he calls a
allow itemized deductions for in- special session of the General
terest on home mortgages, Assembly to consider the tax plan.
charitable contributions and
it would probably come after the
medical and casualty WISPS.
May 24 gubernatorial primary.
In addition, the plan would do
The governor said he wanted to
away with the "marriage penal- keep politics out eta special sesty" by entitling a husband and
sion.

By MERRILL HART'SON
tilati,in the tate would have
AP labor Writer
n 10 per, ent
W•AtiffiNC,Tio%
Ai'
Aiiit the :iiiilitarrs were 1114,. in
Unemployment nation id.' le liiiIii,ieti in lie,
Ion
s•
ed to 10 2 percent last month
Atli! the I .stoor Department said
beuause military personnel were
unemployment then stood at 1,18
au-bided in the -computation- for
percent of t labor fore'
the. first time and I'resident
lb.' .4,1.11114M of Military personReagan proclaimed the 'e•()nom!.
nel
is only simple justice.''
is on the move '•
Reagan sat•t. noting that in
Aleagan. citing'the.ite1A. report
previous Sears a person' _leaving.
and a brighter retail sides phture. Ito' !wry:, I' Vk Ithollt piti was con
told reporters he did not expe• t to
si.h•re•I tinertipli9,11.41
see joblessness, top the post •
Fur the 'civilian labor force
Depression -10.8 percent rate of atone. Januar%'s unemployment
/ecember
raft: fel: 0 4 percentage 'Himi front
'Unemployment has finally
I ie ember s 10 If per,•ent to 10 4
started down." he said. Reagan ,perr`ent. 111;inth be ausc of the
reiterated the administration's lower than-esp
.e• ted layoff total
• ontenhon that a ret••over-y- is - ft was the- lowest unemployment
underway and said it would • reale
rate foi • ivilians slit e the rate.
4 5 million new jobs by the end of
..1
percent last
1984 Septenther
Reagan_ confirmeit that he 11.is
Based on the figures. mina
authorized the-White House staff reporte,l bs. the 1-itior I)epart
to examine the possibility ••1 ac/Tient itie Jobless rate la.st cle. lin
celerating government military. ed
from 8 8 per, en( to 8 I. per
and civilian coastruction projects
ent
from De. eilibt•r roil to
to help ease unemployment
Januar 142 because of the same
Reagan, asked about the incluNeasonal alipolinerit prou ess that
sion of military personnel in the
helped produce • last ttl..nth'.
unemployment calculation, said
Ii' 1r1,'
that, had the 1.7 million uniforiLsi
tuut.is tll.k t the
milita-r-y-mell and Aliteffieff-Aweti-itt— -TLC e r-evis•••1 wieinploy !neut.
••luded in last month's jobless figures for I le, roily.' 1011. now
"show piblessiies, iii that month .11 Mall!. stood .11 ti I; per, ent
the
same as in ..lainiar 1182 With the
two revision.. of the lie, ember.
1981 rate the lee line this January
thus be, AMC the: first sun e the
re..ession began in July 1981
The seasonal adjustment
The Murray Transit Authority
executive bogrelv voted- Thursday refles Is the fact that. twciiiise tu-e• Continued I ln Page 2.
night to extend bus servi4 e hours
beginning Viednesday
Murray -Calloway Transit
Director Sue Morris reports that
buses will be in service from 7
a rii to 6 p ni daily. adding that
there will be no set','ii f
noon'
to I p.m- •
Transportation with the transit
Vi.oun It ,
MO! St 1104 11
%Ili!? ,is
authority is available through
egiOnoll th s11111•1 fl•%111..11 hum ,1,1%
three ways demand-respoiiii.
reservagons or scheduled_ fixed al Murray NI-1.1411c S.
Its winning the. t roilnat thi•
routes.
Muria% tram qualifies tot statc
Fixed routes are as follows
Concord-Providence area, skips* competition to he twill in '.ttiii- tf at
. .
at Hank of Murray and Peoples.
Bank 'at 7 a. m . returns 3 p in . cliach Mark Ftherton
- %H IS %indents Matt Ilarringtoi
Almo-Dexter area, stops at Hank
Vfifell as
of Murray. Peoples Bank 7 20 dud Bill
ke!tf
the festival
a in., returns 2:45 p in . 94 F.The win inarked the fourth coo
Pottertown area. 9 am with op
bonal return time. and Southwest secutivc ear and the five time in
six years Muria% lirgli has won
area. 8 a.in with optional return
the. festival
time
Other members A the Mtn!.1!,
Service to Lynn Grove, Harris
High team uoilipeting included
Grove, Coldwater. Stella. Kirksey
Harry Wyatt. Kim oles. l'odd
and Hazel is demand-respond or
Ross. Mike Childres% and Mil hell.reservation only.
Garland
For more transit information
The festival was under (hi'
call 753-9125
direction of Itr Carroll Ilarris••11
of Murray State University

Bus service
hours extended

MHS wins
drama festival

sunny but cold
Today becoming mostly.sunny but cold Highs in the loa
30s West winds around lu miles
in hour. Tonight increasing
cloudiness and cold-, Lows in
the teens. Light and variable
winds Saturday cloudy with a
60 percent chance of snow
Highs in the low to mid 30s with
--east winds 10 to 15 miles an
hour
LAKE LEVELS
3:.)-4
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake
3.54 I
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Subsxf 4;er s *h hcj,e not
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copy .of The Pigmy Ledger & Tines
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.by 3 30'p m Saturdays ore urged
to coil 753-11116 between 1:311
p.m. mai 6 p.m., Mee* eliemigh
day, or 3:11 p.m. sod 4 p.m. Sowdors.

Medusa bids
for cloy firm
1A11.11SVILLE, Ky
Mc
Cleveland•hased
Medusa Corp
subsidiary of Crane Co-. plans to
offer $140 a share for the
Kentuckyjennessee Clay
of
Mayfield
The offer, to begin Meineta and
run through March 8, is for all of
Kentucky-Tennessee's 147.000
outstanding shares The action
would be contingent on receiving a
majority of shares
The transaction, if all shares
were purchased, would total $20 6
million
The Louisville Cement Co has
been offering 8123 a share for
Kenlucky-Tennessee stock, but
the offer expires Monday
Gene Gardner. president of
Louisville Cement. said Wednesday that his company had no immediate response to the Medusa
offer: and did rib( know if it would
raise its offer price
• Kentucky-Tennessee Mines and
sells ball clay 'it employs about
300 people in Kentucky, Tennessee
and Mississippi, and had sales of
$15.8 miflion in 1981'
Kentucky-Tennessee offered
last week to purchase 25 percent
al its stock for $140 per share to try
to fetid off the Louisville Cement
offer.
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Tire plant announces layoff
of250 more union employees
Members of United Rubber
Workers Union Local 665 with as
much as 16 years service at
Mayfield's General Tire plant are
the victims of another plant
layoff
The company announced'
Wednesday it will lay off 250
members of the local union in its
fourth layoff in Six weeks
When a three-year contract expired Oct. 15. 1982, 1.301 union
employees were working at the
plant. Wednesday that number
will drop to about 415, according to
the company
Employees in the plant have
been working without a contract
since that time.
The company has cited -contract uncertainties and the need to
assure the continuity of production of critical sized tire production" MS 8 basis for the layoffs.
According to a company
spokesman. the plant had been
producing about 27,000 tires daily,
prior to the layoffs That produf -

lion will be reduced to about 5,100
tires daily eginning next week.
Only radial tires for passenger
cars and-small trucks will be built.
A contract offered to the union
in October by General Tire was rejected after members of the
bargaining team said it was =ac-

ceptable because it would have involved giving up some medical
benefits and some cost-of-living
wage increases.
On Jan 19 General Tire submitted what was termed its final offer
to the union's negotiating committee. That offer was officially rejected by the union on Jan. 27.
Union President George Miller
said his only contact with the company since the rejection has been
two layoff announcements.
An informational meeting for
union membership will be held at
8 a.m Sunday at Mayfield High
School. .
Company officials were,meeting
today and were unavailable for
r ornmeet.

Unemployment...
Continued From Page 1
holiday employment did not rise
as much as would be .expected in
better economic times, there were
fewer seasonal layoffs in January
In Geneva. Switzerland. Martin
Feldstein. chairman of the president's Council of Economic Adviers. said the drop in the civilian
urWmployment rate was The first
significant decline "suite the
recession began some 17 rnoñthi
ago"
He did not define what he meant
by significant. but the. difference
between the. decline registered a •
year ago at this time and the new
decline was only 0.2 per.-en!.
Feldstein also said ioday's
report "confirms that a recovery
• is either beginning:or already here.
in the United .States." lie concedFiriwever. that unemployment
"may bounce back up "
At the White House, presidential
spokesman Larry Speakes said.
"In human terms. this is deeply
gratifying news We know it's
been a difficult period for many,_
many Americans. We hope this
will offer encouragement to them.
In ,the civilian labor force List
month, the number of
unemployed. when seosonally adjusted, primed by nearly tiOnift.
from more than 12 million to 11 4
million, W hilt' total civilian
employment held steady at
roughly 99 1 million
When the military personnel
were included, total U.S. employment came to 100.8 million.
Today's report came as momentum built in Congress for enactment of a big public works program and indications by the White
House that President Reagan Is
Weighing the idea of speeding up
government military and civilian
construction projects to. ease
unemployment
Deborah' Klein. a Bureau of

• Labor Statistics analyst, cautioned against interpreting the latest
figures as a sign that civilian
unemployment peaked, noting
that the fewer-thae-expected
layoffs in •January were the product of a weak
rather than a
strong - economy
She noted that, in addition to
reduced pre-holiday hirings,
man) businesses had • already
pared payrolls to the bone,further
lesseeig_ tire. impact of the yadiand January surge in uneroploy-

mcnt
epeople
the extnt
that
never
were hired in l)ect'mberi, then
those people were not on board in
.January to get laid off," she said.
-The question really is how
much of the oliprovement p is
real and how rnuiTi is seasonal,"
she added,. but I think the
generaI consensus here is that
there ;14-finitely is some improvement '•
Without adjusting the figures
for this seasonal phenomenon, the
civilian unemployment rate would
have risen from 10.8 to 11.2. But
the adjustiiient process produced
the lower 10 4 percent rate
And when military personnel
stationed Ill the United States
were included in this equation, the
10 8 percent jobless rate of
December fell even further
to
10 2 percent
on Thursday. White House
spokesman Larry Speakes said
Reagan authorized his staff to see
whether planned jobs projects
could be started early to try to
give SOMe "immediate relief'
The nation's seasonally adjusted unemployment rate stood
at 10.8 percent in December. the
highest since World War 11. More
than 12 million people were out of
work

TAXING A RIDE — Stove Hamilton, 13, takes a ride around the
neighborhood on roller skates and behlixt Sir Barron Beau Gest, a
Groot Dane. in Arlington, Texakreconily. Hamilton offered to walk

Republicans attempt to reduce deficit
By MIKE StiANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP - With
the ink barely dry on President
Reagan's 1914 budget.
Republicans are setting key portions of, it aside and are drafting

homeless persons in need of food
and shelter because they are
unable to find work.
Rep Thomas Foley, 0-Wash,
and Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich.. said
Thursday they would also prepare

their own program to reduce the
deficit and provide a quick injection of relief from the recession.
During testimony before five
separate House and Senate committees, top administration
economic advisers encountered as
much opposition from
Reblicans as they
from
I)eMocrats.
Democrats in the House and
genate, meanwhile, are going
ahead with a 15-to-$10 billion
emergency, proposal to aid victims of the recession and provide
public works jobs to reduce
unemployment. . The legislation is likely to reach
the House floor next month, and

a public works jobs bill designed
to provide jobs almost immediately on projects that have been
deferred for lack of funding.
"They are projects that would
be needed with or without the
recession," Levin said
Meanwhile, House Republican
leader Robert H. Michel of Illinois
on Thursday appointed a task
force to compile a GOP jobs bill
within 30 days. Rep. John Erlenborn of Illinois,
senior Republican on the House
Education and Labor Committee,
will head the 10-member task
force which Michel said should
produce "something new and
fresh."

did

will include direct federal aid for

By CLIFF HAAS
Asoociatad Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— Revised
govenunent estimates show that a
bipartisan Social Security rescue
plan will meet less of the faltering
retirement system's needs than
first thought, a congressional
source said today.
The source said revised fertility
rates, which the Social Security
Administration is to send Congress next week, indicate the
system's Inng-term deficit will be
about 16 percent larger than
previously estimated.
That, in turn, increases the gap
Congress must close to assure the
solvency of Social Security over
.the next 75 years.
The source commented on condition that he not be identified.
The House Ways and Means
subcommittee on Social Security
opened five days of hearings today
with 16 members of Congress
parading before the panel to critique the 1168 billion bailout plan
fashioned by the bipartisan National Commission on Social
Security Reform.

During the session, Rep. J.J.
D-Texas. the subcommittee chairman, repeated his
concern that the reform -panel's
recommendations may not erase
all of Social Security's short-term
problems.
"One of the things we may have
to consider is standby borrowing
authority from the Treasury,"
Pickle said.
Pickle spoke as politicians and
special-interest groups stepped up
their efforts to influence the tax
writers in Congress who will draft
legislation repairing the Social
Security system.
Those who testified pushed for
changes in the rescue plan to
benefit specific groups of constitucnts, such as religlous sects, or
lobbied for other changes in the
reform commission package.
More than 100 organizations and
individuals, ranging from
Americans for Democratic Action
to the Bowling Proprietors
Association of- America, will
testify before the legislators next
week.
The Subcommittee will write the

(Continued From Page I

front tire of Pus Bench: Corp. truck
were dernaged and the gas tank
was hit but-did not rupture, Jones
said.
.Two unidentified 'drivers said
their Charles Chips Co. trucks
were struck by gunfire on Kentucky 81 near the Daviess-McLean
county line. One of the trucks was
put out of commission when a
bullet pierced the heater hose, and
the second was the target of a
shotgun blast.
The remaining truck was
escorted 14 miles to the chips
plant at Calhoun, Ky., by a
Mclean County sheriff's deputy.
Johnnie A. McGhee, 43. of

Farmington man
injured in wreck

CIVTTAN 11CVleNT — Presides be= (WI) president of Worm
Chian OW Mimics Jos Gros of the Penwell Corp., for his speech at
the Annual Clergy Appreciation Night with 22 different preschers as
omits on Thunidair resting at Hosnaplacs RantauranL Grum spoke
a• theme of American Prostioni and entitled hie newts,"FINN
Up Di*, Barns" Wayne Williams. governor of the Kintrada
Districtof Chrttaii International, is at right_

Michel said he wants to avoid
legislation which would "dredge
up a revised public service jobs
program."
Publicly, Reagan opposes new
federal spending for jobs, and
there are no major employment
programs in his 1964 budget
bluprint.
However, White House aides are
.seid to be reconsidering support of
sonic jobs legislation at a time
when 12 million people are out of
work.
Senate Republican Leader
* * Howard Baker of Tennessee said
there had been discussions with
the administration on a
Republican jobs bill. -I think
thert. is some motion," he said
Thursday.
Also in the Senate, Republican
Slade Gorton of Washington announced a replacement federal
budget for fiscal 1964 that would
spread over two years the 10 per-

cent income tax cut scheduled to
take effect in July.
Critics of the reduction Say it
will sharply reduce revenues at a
time when • federal deficits,
predicted ,to be $208 billion for
1983,should come down quickly.
Reagan says the cut should be
allowed to take hold because
economic recovery now just
beginning depends .pri increased
saving and spending - by consumers.
In the Senate Finance Committee on Thursday, one Republican
after another attacked the tax cut
as counterproductive and likely to
slow economic recovery.
.•
Sen. Bob Dole. R-Kan., the committee chairman, also indicated
the panel was unlikely to act on
Reagan's proposal for a standy income and oil tax, at least until
ways have been found to collect
$120 billion in federal tales which
go unpaid each year.
.

Social Security rescue plan will not meet needs

Truckers...

SPECIAL VISITOR — Dori Brooks (left) lieutenant governor at
Kentucky °titans in Area VI of Western Kentucky, was a guest at
Murray Clint= Club meeting Thursday. Brooks is a member of
Hopkinsville Civitan Club and also servos Civitan clubs in Princeton
and Cadiz as well as his home club. Welcoming him are John Emerson. center, and Wayne Williams, ascrotary-trosaurer and governor
respectively of the Kentucky Markt of Chit= IntarnationaL

the dog for his neighbor but the year-old Barron took control of the
outing.
(AP Laserphoto)

Milbrook, Ala., said his windshield was shattered by a gunshot,
apparently from a small-caliber
pistol, about 5:40 a.m. as he
neared the Henderson-Evansville
bridge on US.41. .
Police and truck stops say that
truck traffic continues during
daylight hours but that many
drivers are parking overnight
because of the threat of ambush.
Despite the violence, some
truckers were determined to keep
operating.
One who stopped at Buglers
truck plaza near Henderson said
his tires had been slashed at a
truck stop in Ohio.
"You hear about trouble up and
down the road." the driver said.
"But fin going to keep on driving.
All you can do is watch the overpasses and the oncoming cars."
Drivers etaying on the road
were charging higher freight
rates, said food distributors in
Louisville,
"The truckers are trying to get
a little mere since they are out
there ducking bullets now," said
Bernie Kastor, a produce buyer at
the Louisville Produce Terminal
Aaeociation.
‘puisville food distributors said
they were receiving deliveries,
but were beginning to experience

the House floor by March 10.

hearings on Thursday with
Richard S. Schweiker. speaking
on his final day as secretary of

The full Ways and Means Committee wrapped up three days of

declaring,'There is no more time
for rhetoric or delay.

first draft of Social Security
legislation that is expected to go to

health .and... human services,

PIK conditions explained
dorsed the PIK program during
WASHINGTON AP) — Despite
wide farmer support for the ad- the subcommittee's hearing. But
ministration's swap of surplus only the National Grange and the
American Farm Bureau Federacrops for idled land, a top
Agriculture Department official tion gave unqualified approval.
Other. farm leaders -said the
says farmers probably will have
to cut back production again in government must take action to
1984 to end price-depressing Immediately bolster farm prices,
now -expected to continue at low
surpluses.
levels
for the rest ofthis year.
USDA
Ahalt,
acting
Dawson
Noting a new USDA analysis
under secretary for commodity
programs, says continuation of 'projecting no significant change
the payment-in-kind, or PIK, pro- in 1963 net farm income from last
year's depressed level, Ahalt
gram through the 1964 growing
season will depend on weather and acknowledged that farmers won't
other conditions this year. He said see any real financial imthe decision on whether to con- provements the PIK program untinue the program will be made til next year.
Bdt he repeated the administrathis summer.
tion's contention that once grain
Ahalt tord a Senate Agriculture supplies are finally brought back
subcommittee on Thursday that Into balance with dernand, farm
while a successful PIK program
prices should rebound strongly.
this year will lower grain
The American Agriculture
stockpiles, "it is unlikely that we Movement and the National
will bring them down enough not Farmers Union, while endorsing
to',save a similar program next. PDC, urged the panel to set alloor
year."
price for the millions of bushels of
Under the PIK program, payment-in-kind grain that
farmers agreeing to idle 20 per- farmers will receive.
cent of their acres for cash and
They argued that farmers need
continued price support protection protection against the possibility
can idle another 10 percent to 30 that PIK grain will flood the
percent. In return, they receive market at harvest time, forcing
from the government free surplus already depressed prices lower.
grain equal to OD percent to* perBut Ahalt said a floor price
cent of what they would have nor- could actually prompt farmers to
mally harvested on the additional dump their PIK grain on the
Idled acreage.
market all at once since they
National farm organizations en- would be assured•set price

A 29-year-old Farmington man
was admitted to Murray-Calloway
County hospital today following an
early-morning accident on U.S.
Highway 45.
According to reports from Kentucky State Police, James Edging
was travelling south at an excessive rate of speed when he lost
control of his vehicle, travelled 300
Net, struck • telephone pole.
travelled 26 feet aniatruek a tree
and a culvert.
The one-vehicle accident ocWirnsatt, president of Harcurred at 4 a.m. one-half NO
Maid
Brothers Inc. said trucks
north el Mayfield.
He was admitted to OD bid - Were taking about twice as long to
hamiltal with possible bead- -11. arrive and "we are paying 25 to 30
wren( more for freight."
Judea according to police regINE

asb

LA SPEAKER — U.S.R.Owed 111611sid 0100 was Ws past
speaker at Kappa Alpha °idles spring rush
rnr J.ff. SW
bard is a former dopier prodding at Gesreshetio. As Massada
premident of the Harm ebonies% thembed Hubbard for attnalms.
•

r.a
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letter to the editor

Cell disappearance
causes controversy

Man upset over expenses of trials

It is the stuff of science fiction. Genetically
engineered hybrid cells.,potential cancer fighters,
disappear from a laboratory on a California campus and end up in Japan.
But it is not fiction. It happened on the University
of California at San .Diego campus, and it
dramatically demonstrates a need to clanfy who
controls genetic engineering breakthroughs and
who profits from them.
No regulations, or legal precedents, exist to settle
the controversy at UCSD where a researcher from
Japan brought tumor tissue taken from his mother.
The tissue was used to produce the hybrid cells
-known as human hybridorna.
But the researcher, Dr. Hideaki Haguyara.
returned to Japan. taking without permission some
of the hybrid cells to treat his Mother's cancer. The
researcher's family, which operates an Osaka
health research institute, now asserts part ownership of the cells, citing the origin of the tissue that
produced them.
The UC patent office is negotiating with the
Hagiwaralamily in an effort to avoid litigation. Obviously, court decisions government regulations.
and possibly international agreements ultimately
will be needed to settle such troublesome issues.
Scientists traditionally share material for
research purposes. But fast-moving genetic
research has produced life forms with great commercial potential. Without guidelines, bitter and
protracted struggles over control of these life forms
will proliferate.
A complicating factor in the UCSD controversy is
that Hybritech INC.. a firm in La Jolla, Calif.. has
helped finance development of human hybridoma
at UCSD.
Theoretically. Hybritech could profit from its investment. Yetthe UC patent office has no form'sl
agreement with Hubritech,
Regulations governing control of genetic
research are inevitable, but some steps should be
taken now. Donors of tissue and other body
material should be required to waive cownership
rights. Written zgreements should cover paeolpation of private frrms in UC research.
Genetic research promises enormous benefits for
mankind. They should not be delayed by avoidable
litigation.

.To The Editor.
Few Kentucky citizens
I
3,
1982. who read in most Kentockj
newspapers that "First in series of
inmate suits over 1978 protest g...es to .•
trial," placed any real significance
on the article. But they should have.
since it is costing the taxpayers
millions of dollars
The first of 140 to 80 trials was
held on Dec 2, 1982. in the Paducah
federal court, that lasted'animasimately 1-31 days I attended the trial
as a witness on behalf of the prisoner
who instituted the suit. and 1
therefore had a first hand .Observabon of the happenings In the instant
ease the jury rendered their verdict
to favor of the prisoner and awarded
him 0.500 in •damages .against the

prison official's and ..5-pri5or.
ficials. that -s:ou will have to pa%
them
The point, however, that I arn II I,
mg to get ilertKiS. is wti are % ou pa%
ing the millions of dollars for the
wages. lawyers fees. and all .ither ,lperlSeti. for the ex-warilen and ex
guards and present prison em ploNur,
who provoked the law stills
At the first hal I tried to estimate
the cast of the trial. and its prepara
tion cost Noticed first. was the ex warden on trial, whose expense for
traVehrig from Moundsville W
.
-was quiet expenst tie ti von. st heft %oil
add his lodging and meals for 3
days. or more Next. I counted a t
least I 10. prison employees v.tio
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$10.000 before it, etttlehINIon
cut
ly published on .Ian 10. 198.3. it the
Louisville Courier.fournal Was that
, inure lawyers were hired at
$120.000 to represent these ex
wardens and guards through June
1983. again at your expeuse
since there aro.mors%-tr-aals.......bodul:sl
after June 30, 1'983. the lasts ers will
no dilubt be re- hire.1
anothei
$12t1.00ti
A conservative 'estimate is that Ow
first trial cost you $7a 0011 and
150-ssIblY $100.000 And since Ih.t. .
there has been II!, more trials at all
almost like expense
Novi , add the a N.A.'. .1 • trials to the
other 40 to 77 trials corning up. and
you should be out a cool $?.iiiinissi ../
maybe eyeii &law olio
Benny Shaba.:
lios
I err,' 11.401e Milano 4.-Sos

looking back

U,S.INDIJ

... ACTUALLY,IT
DOESN'T MEAN
EXACTLY WHAT
YOU MIGHT
THINK Ili

len %ears ago
hael Rose itt Kirkse% arid Roil
'nie Howell and Jilseph Gamblin
Murrayha%-e enlisted in the United
States Air For. e
'the ;rand Jury for the Februar
terni of Calloway Clr. int Coat t has
seen selected, according to the ..fti,.•
of Circutt , Court Clerk Jame,
Blalock LkeittiN reported include Mi N
F:11/I tlarland, 101, John fir get . 84.
Mr%

•
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Next. sou had to p.1% for the
11',1 representei these exprison empl.oees. and the
still
ettirllii. rd. itt Which !,,101.1 .111
estimate
a hit% cr.,
'tee at trial 111 rattEllig het
steen $641 anti $100 an bout arid about
the 5.11/0- fee for the man% months
pr.•paring for trial Neit % ,./1 ha y,. to
p..% the . ourt • ost for them another
large bundle plus if this should ap111..11 the
.14'.IIIIst then' is
another additional ....,t f possibly
lit 1.4. 3, yr,

• .,

Sterilizing gas reminds
officials of duties
About 140,000 U.S. workers, many of them in the
nation's hospitals, are regularly exposed to the gas
ethylene oxide which is used to sterilize equipment.
A growing body of scientific evidence links the gas
to serious health problems, including increased incidences of leukemia recorded among Swedish
workers. The concentrations of ethylene oxide in
the work place currently permitted by federal standards are similar to the concentrations that have.
produced health problems in Sweden.
In August 1981, a union representing hospital
workers and a public-interest health organization
petitioned OSHA to set emergency exposure standards SO times more stringent than the existing
limits. The petition sought immediate action.
OSHA, which ranks high on the Reagan administration's regulatory hit-list, failed to take any
action in response to the petition. The union and
health group went to federal court.
In a strong worded opinion. U.S. -District Judge
Barrington D. Parker in Washington ordered OSHA
to issue stricter exposure standards within 20 days.
He labeled OSHA's inaction a "clear error of judgement" and found that the agency had abused. its
legal mandate to protect the health and safety of
American workers.
The ruling brought a reply from OSHA administrator Thorne G. Auchter, who singlemindedly has worked to render his agency, and the
programs it is charged with administering, meaningless by weakening or eliminating them
altogether. "It appears," said Auchter, "the court
Is trying to set our regulatory agenda for us."
Precisely. That's because OSHA has refused to do
the job.
At OSHA,and at many other federal agencies, the
current goal is to weaken the rules and ignore the
others. That attitude pervades much of the Reagan
bureaucracy.
The government is supposed to serve the public.
The ethylene oxide decision was a sharp reminder
to OSHA and the Reagan administration of that duty. It was deserved and must be heeded.

tested, that had to travel than the
Ky State Perutentiars . or further. to
Paducah You had to p.i% their wages
for taking off (um' work in addition
to paying their trat el expensits that
includes their meals amt for arts
motel hotel accomodation,

lowdown
SF:NATOR CHARLES 11 PERCY
sahration
11LL.......This week the Office
-However. for those who can pa%
Management and Budget, announced
but are not paying, it is time to get
that the Government collected over
the word out that the Government Is
$2 billion more in defaulted debts in
serious'about collecting .These are
fiscal year 1982 than ui the previous
loans, not gifts.
fiscal year This outstanding
'This week I met with the Presiachievement is one mote milestone
dent's own special task force of debt
IA what I consider to he the
collection officials from over a dozen
ost e
cessful Government management
Federal agencies. Their tteritendOnsreform initiative.1 have witnessed in
work in the area of debt collection
my 16 years in the U.S Senate.
has contributed to the admionstra"Now, following passage of the
tion's outstanding ,!_pelOrli over the
debt collection legislation in October
past 2 years I would recognize them
I am confident that collection will be
in the Record
even greater in fiscal year 1983 and
"They are Cora Beve, Treasury.;
beyond.
Bob 'Ford, Justice, John Franke.
"Let delinquent debtors beware'
Agriculture. David Nathan, ComUncle Sam is no longer a soft tough
merce, F:minanuel Rosen.
We now have the tools to collect these.
Treasury. Kurt Christiansen. Aid,
debts, and we will collect them I
Marshall Ityn, F:nergy. William Ken
should add that there are. some indig, Interior. Roger Feldman. State,
dividuaLs who are facing financial
Karen I A'r. Tr&IISPOrtid II in.
hardships in these difficult economic
Hastings. Education. Dale Sooner,
times.and the legislation I sponsored
Health and Human Resources. John
does take these ‘prioblenu. into con- • Pressely, Veteran's Administration.

washington today
WASHINGTON'Al',
Administration economists have etched
a lentthan-inviting pohtical landscape for Republicans heading
toward the 1964 campaigns for the
While House and Congress. They
figure that the economy will be improving. but ever so Slowly.
And there is little doubt that the
economy *ill be the dominant issue
as the presidential campaign takes
shape. That is going to give the
Democrats plenty to talk about. just
as they are talking now.
-With 14 million people out of work
- the highest number in history
it
Is time for a combined program of
relief, recovery and reconstruction."
says House Speaker Thomas P
O'Neill Jr.
Accepting the administration's
budget projections, about 10 million
people would be out of work a year
(run now, with the campaign under
way and the season's first,presidential primaries approaching
Democratic candidates are likely to
be werkbqg en a similar ecript.- And
.Rapublicans probably will have more
to defend than to brag about.
• Unimployment is expected to be
heeded downward, but at•tortuously slew puce. llte budget projections

e=

grate averaging 10.7 peryear. just(otten*of 1 percent • lower than the cornmt postDepresses. record. The-administre-

Clertrirtil• NtrirteVarit.

Mrs

.Iihn!I hrlile 111111g1.111.. W1lh.11111\ :)1
and I'a(
-nil I 1 .ee Perkins, 34,
reisirted include a girl to
Sett and Mrs Carroll Hubbard. Jr .
on Feb 1
'art Rogers:/msociate profe5s..r ..f
music at Murray. State University.
will present a fa, ulty recital on Feb

Twenty years ago
The West Fork of Clarks River
Watershed has been illhociited $23,000
I))
Acceiriatetl Public Works Pro.
gram to be .used in constructing
floodwater retarding stroll urcs
1
MANA6411/47 .
_ pciittis reported include. Mrs .lav
- Duncan Ja.
Second I .t James
Rams Is being
reassigned to Burns Air Station,
'...1-1.erisetisitb7Wel • 3k4{
74.
Oregon. following his graduation
From the United States Su F,..t.
by joe crump row se for Weapons coriroll..9 s at
ty ii.i,di AEB. Flo:ida
led Mahal !Iowan.. And t
The marriage of Alai gie .I.. Banks
la's elopment and Eaf
daughter of Mt and Mrs I !Iowa,
Small Business Ailiminstratilai
Itanks of Marra% . 1. .lotai Ii
would also like to congratulate
Grallatil. soil of MI and %Rs John 11
IBM I nrector I hive Stockman for his
Graham of Granola ('its, Ill . ha,
help, and recognue Hal Steinberg,
been
ed.
.
Jerry Bridges, Joe Wright, and Is II
In high school basketball games
Kolmck of his Staff "
Murr&i I ligh beat Murray College
High and Fulton City beat Callowit.
,• • •
County Iliglideam scorers were Don
(*RUPP'S GRANS
Faughn for Murray high. Hendon
ROWS COMMF:NT
and Gibbs for Murray College High,
1 $2 billion collected is not to be \ Covington for Fulton and Vilitson for
confused 141th regular collections or Calloway
go% ernment loans The $2 billion colThirty years ago
lected was front individuals who had
Sell James Lassiter luis been nam
defaulted ttfl their loans It's a little
eel chairman of the 14.1
Sliput
hard for the average taxpayer to
Finance Campaign in Murray and
understand why it took so long to
Calloway County Other committee
start a program of going after the
members include Ifenrs flolton.
&add/eats Rut it is comforting to
Robert Miller, I...Myr Nanny. T
know thaLthe defaulted debt collec
Sledd and Ellis flenson
Lion program is going forward as the
I leant.% reported lilt hide Fllinus
IRS is waiting in the wings far that
Wilson, 75..
April 15 -fan letter The IRS needs
Pvt Wendell C Herndon, son of
no "default collection program
Mr and Mrs, Jack Herndon of %tiara% , is serving with the Army in

by waiter r. meors

lion foresees unemployment of It) 4
percent at the- end of 1983, and 9 jlout
cent at the end of 1964.
This year's forecasts are gloomier
than those of the recent past on ever)
economic front except inflation
President Reagan says that the
economy is "now on the road to a
healthy -recovery," despite the hardships wrought by uneMployotent
His Council of F:conomic Advisors
forecasts gains, but at a rate slower
than that of the comeback from past
recessions, and warns at the same
time that massive federal deficits
could prolong the slump.
The new Reagan budget anticipates an unemployment rate of
9.9 percent in 1964, 6 9 percent in 1905,
and 8 1 percent in 1906. By those projections, it would dip to 7.1 percent in
1967, slightly below the rate of
joblessness at the tune Reagan took
office.
The budget projections anticipste a
4.9 percent increase in the consumer
wife index this year. and 4.6 percent
increases in each of the following'
three years. Prior budgets had projected substantially higher rates of
increase in the cost of living.
Those assumptions are fragile; in
the pest, they've been wrong. The
bided suggests that misleading
feiseasts have undermined public
confidence, making -realistic and
prudent" projections partfolarly

Ktr
lj11.1t-lbara Ann Ward, daughter of
Mr and Mrs John T Ward of Murilly. and Walker Mac Catlett. son of
important this y, ear
Mrs Clarence Catlett. Sr „ of
The econoime seers don't have to Shelbyville. were married Jan 22
HAW by mach to see the budget bent
Loud models for the fastuun show
out of shape Last time, the att? - at Kenlake Hotel were Mrs .1atnes
ministration, the Congressional laassiter, Mrs Conrad Jones, Mrs
Budget Office, and private
Chad Stewart, Mrs George E
forecasters all were off the mark
Overbey. Mrs C.0 Lowry. Mrs
Their concensus was that the gros_s Charles Caldwell and Miss Gloria
national product would grow by 3 Stree
percent It declined by 1 2 percent
Murray State College
They forecast unemployment if 8 8 Thoroughbreds beat Tampa in a
percent at year-end. low to two basketball game High team scorers
points
were Beshear for Murray and Montt
That apparently ts one reason for for Tampa
the cautious projections in the new
Reagan budget

Zurra
11 rff

WRITE A LETTER
Letters
to the editor are welcomed and enouragell All letters must be. signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification The
phone number will not be published
Letters should be typewritten
rand double-spaced if possible and
should be-on topics of general -interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to.
Editor. The Mumiy Ledger
Times. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
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Lunch menus for various schools listed for coming week
School lunch menus for Tuesday
chicken fned •
the week of Feb. 7 to 11 steak. meatloaf. pizza.
have been released by creamed potatoes.
- Glenda Jeffrey and Joan- brussel sprouts, black
na Adams, food service eyed peas, cherries, mixdirectors for Murray City ed fruit, peanut butter
and Calloway County banana salad: WednesSchools respectively. . day
ravioli andbread,
The directors said chili dogs, pizza,
parents who are affected cauliflower, green peas,
by layoffs and unemploy- buttered carrots, waldorf
ment may come to their salad, rice salad, apchildren's respective plesauce; Thursday schools and apply for free sloppy joe, fish sandwich,
pizza, corn on cob, pinto
and reduced lunches
Menus. subject to 0c9e:yheans, turnip greens and
tumid change due to egg, carrot raisin salad,
availability of food, are pears. pineapple; Friday
fiestada, sausage and
as folloWs
shells casserole. broccoli.
.MURRAY CITY
creamed pettetaeS,'sweet
Murray High
Mexican potatoes_ and apples,
Monday
chili dog, vegetable soup kraut salad, peaches,
and sandwich, pizza, peanut butter banana
orange glazed sweet salad Hamburgers, cold
potatoes. chili beans, sandwiches. chill bar,
-...sruicaroru salad, frozen french fries." lemonade
fruit salad. pineapple. and au* are available

pears milk; WednesdaY-Nbre available
spaghetti and bread.
Calloway Middle
green peas. tossed salad.
Monday — nested& or
milk; Thursday -- ham- cheesburger: Tuesday -burgers and dressing. hot ham and cheese or
roundabouts, a p- chicken and dumplings;
pleslauce. milk; Friday Wednesday — ham— chicken noodle soup. burger or barbecue sandcheese and crackers. car- wich: Thursday — bot
rot sticks, banana, milk dog or taco in shell; FriCALLOWAY COUNTY day — pizza or ribb sandCalloway High
wich. A variety of
Monday - country vegetables,fruits,salads,
fried steak, pizza. piz- French fries, desserts and
zaburgers: Tuesday
drinks are available daispaghetti with meat ly
sauce, pizza:hot ham and
East, North
cheese: Wednesday
and Southwest
fried chicken, pizza, taco
fish sandMonday
salad. Thursday -chili wich or chili, Tuesday
mac, fiestacia, roast beef fiestada o r
sandwich: Friday -- cheeseburger; Wednesslausage and biscuits, day - alaPPY Joe sandpizza, chili with pimento wich or batter fried fish;
'Cheese. Cheeseburgers. a Thursday — cheesey dog
variety of vegetables. or country fried steak;
fruits, salads, french Friday - peanut butter
fries desserts and dnnks and jelly sandwich or pizza, A variety of
vegetables,fruits,salads,
french fries, desserts and
Also a nationally- the Purchasing Depart- dnnks are available daly.
certified laundry ment at the hospital
manager. Mrs Mathis
Nanwd _to succeed Mrs
holds a certificate from Matins as the executive
Eastern K e-n t
'a housekeeper -is • Mrs Sara
Lau/10y and Linen Col: 11 U s a n . 2 9 . A
lege. In 19100, she was D
mber honor
The United Methodist
n a me d • ' I. a undr y graduate of Murray State Women of Palestine
Manager of the Year" in University with a degree Church conducted their
the tn-state Kentuck)-in social work. In recent annual Call to Prayer and
Tennessee - A rk a nesa s
months, she has- been in- Self
observance
district of the National volved with the social on Jan. 12 at HT a.m. at
Assoc)ation of 1 n• work and "Make Today the church.
staututes of Laundry Count" programs- at the
Freda Lovett. • presi.
Mariagerx
hospital.
dent, was in charge of the
Advised by her physl- _ A native of Graves program. Eight persons
clans to retire following ('ounty, growing up in the were present.
some health problems ex- Lynnville community.
This special program is
-perienced in recent mon- she grialliat-ed iii 19171 iPonsored by the
tha. Mrs Maks'last ilay from-Sedalia- High School Women's Division of the
at the hospital is Pala). as valedictorian of her General Board of Global_
Friday. Feb. 4
class While at Murray Ministries of the United
She and her husband. State she maintained an Methodist Church.
Dillard. who is employed over-all academic
at the SKW operation in average of 3.2 out of a
Calvert City, make' their possible 4.0points.
home in the Harvey coinShe and her son,
The Four Rivers Counmunity of Marshall-Coen- Russell, • mac a turd cil of theBoy Scouts of
t y They. . has e,
etadait a8.4:arter Apiaries increased inane
children, the youngest of Elementary School. live (12.6 percent, over 1961
wimp: Marij. wtrk in InMurray ,
membership.
"We are very pleased
to be serving this many
more young people" said
Paul Kiesow, Council
President and plant
manager of Fisher Price
Toy Companyin Murray.
"It has been a long time
since we can say that our
program is growing but
now we can. In fact our
10-county council area
grew faster than any of
those in all Kentucky and
Tennessee and we are
very proud of the work
daily

Murray Middle
vegetable
Monday
soup and crackers, hamburger, french fnes, baked pears. assorted fruits;
fish sandTuesday
wich, chili and crackers,
french Ines, pinto beans,
assorted fruits. Wednesspaghetti and
day
fr-ench bread.
cheeseburger: french
fries-, green beans.
assorted.fruits, Thursday
sloppy Joe. pizza,
french fries, whole kernal
corn, assorted fruits. Friday-- meatloaf and rolls,
hamburger. french fries_
assorted fruits
Carter and
Robertaon
chicken
Monday
fried steak. buttered
potatoes, fruit salad,
-pizza.
'kuesaay
whole kernel corn; baked

Hospital executive housekeeper retires today
After 10 years in the hospital in 1972 from the
post. Mrs I.oueva Mathis Jacob Meyer (lime in the
is. retiring as. executive old Mayfield Hanalei,
housekeeper at Murray- winch recently was razcello way County ed. in Mayfiald She has
Hospital
;attended numerous
As the ex e u tl-y- e seminars and workshops
housekeeper at the facili- relating to the responty, Mrs Mathis has head- sibilities for maintaining
ea two of as departments a clean, germ-free en.ifoasekeeping and vironment throughout the
Laundry made up of 39 facility, and is lieerelbted
tiy thr National Ex,
employees
evutive Housekeepers
She - came to the -Association

Palestine
women meet

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS AT MURRAY STATE- — Two Union City, Tenn.,
sophomores at Murray State University have been awarded music scholarships
by the Musk Department of the Murray Woman's Club on the basis of auditions
Dec. 4. They are:- Valerie Martin (second from right), clarinet student of Don
Story,and Daniel Craig, voice student of Dr. Carl Rogers. Miss Martin,daughter
of Howard and June Martin of 1106 Henderson St.,received a $200 scholarship for
first placeln the auditions, and Craig, son of the Rev. and Mrs. Harold C. Craig
of 1364 Pleasant Valley Road, received a $100 scholarship for second place.
Shown with them are Bea Farrell (left) and Vickie Travis,representatives of the
scholarship committee of the Murray Woman's Club.
Photo by Valerie Allison

VICA class elects its new officers.
VICA or Vocational InVICA helps students in
The Appliance Repair
afternoon class .at the dustrial Clubs of America the areas of career
Murray. Area Vocational is a national organization' growth.. citizenskip.
Center recently elected 'started in 1965. At present Akins,etc.
officers for their VICA there are over 300.000
During the recent elec-students and -.teachers trical crisis. the Aporganization..
Officers elected were: who are members, 13,000' pliance Repair VICA club
Steven Tracy. president: clubs, 200 national cor- provided frozen food.
Deborah Willi-erns, - vice - porations. Labor Unions storage for some
'president: Joe Anderson. and Trade Associations, residents who did not
C.
have electricity.
secretary-treasure-r: who are affiliated. - '
Ricky Miller, reporter.
and Brian' Rogers,
parliamentarian.
NEW HAVEN,- Conn. years.
i AP i — Advice columnist
'"Those phony letters
Ann Landers has turned from your campus are
being done by our the tables on students at suspiciously put together
-velluiteers," Kiesow said. - Vale — and sent a letter In a way that suggests the
The Foie Rivers Coun- to them.
writer is producing . a
cil serves youth in The
Miss Landers says she novel," she wrote. "In
eight-counties of the Pur- can always spot letters other words, the story
chase Area i- and Liv- from Yale because of gets mere preposterous
ingston County. Kentucky' their "special flivor." - as it goes along."
and Massac County, Il"The guys are always
linois.
literate an.d the
Also for the first time vocabulary is excellent,"
since 1968 membership she added in a letter
nationally has increased printed last week on the
3 percent. Over three front- page of the Yale
million youth were Daily News, the student
registered &Lumbers of newspaper.
the Bo
Scouts of
DALLAS, Texas 1AP
But, Miss Landers addAmerica in 1962. The
— Runners who run more
ed,
the
letters
tend
to
be
,
Four Rivers Council is
than about 15 miles a
supported by the 'Uhiteli phony. And, she -says, week are getting inore
"hunshe's
received
Way where the organizadreds" of them over the exercise than they need,
tion exists.
says Dr. Kenneth Cooper,
a founder of the running
boom.
"More than that will
A minor lesson on Jane Blankenship and
greatly increase the in"Challenges of Living Becky DixonAlone" was given by
Children present were cidence of joint and bone
Sylvia Puckett. Kathy Greg and John Taylor, injurtes." he says.
Bass gave the devotion. Alden Bass, Erin and
Cooper, a physician
The minutes were by Seth Grogan, Jacob who helped launch the
Peggy Taylor.
Falwell, Dana and Brian fitness movement .with
Dorothy Cook directed Blankenship. David, the publication of a bestthe recreation with Fon- Tammy and Melissa Dix- 411ing book, rates swimda Grogan as the game on, Jay Paul, Jana and ming ahead of running as
winner.- Craft and Joshua Herndon.
the best all-around exerheritage items were
The club will meet Feb. cise, because it involves
shown by Dorval Hendon. $ at 1 p.m. at the home of more muscle groups with
Sylvia Puckett and Opal Jane Blankenship.
less risk of injury..
Shoemaker.
Mrs. Herndon served Cocaine found in flowers at airport
refreshments.
' MIAMI (API — U.S. said they found 21 pounds
Other members 'pre- Customs agents at Miami of cocaine worth an
sent were Beth Falwell, International Airport estimated $6 million concealed in a shipment of
fresh flowers from CoL
ombia.
The white powder was
wrapped in paper and
hidden under mounds of
pompoms. carnations
and roses, the agency
said in a news release.
The agents removed
the cocaine and donated
0
the 102 bozos of flowers tothe Ronald McDonald
House, a charity for
hospitalized children.

Ann Landers writes students

Scouts note increase

-

Mrs. Loueva Mathis
retires as housekeeper
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Patsy Pittman gives lesson at Herndon home
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Doctor warns
runners about
exercise time

-1211110=1111k
Mrs. Sara Housman
named new housekeeper

Patsy Pittman
presented the lesson on
"Dollar Wise
Decorating" at the
meeting on Jan. 11 of the
New Providence
Homemakers Club.
The meeting was at the
home of Gail Herndon.
Fonda Grogan, president,
presided.
-
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Horoscope .

Scuba class planned

Moose meeting Sunday

A registration meeting for a scuba diving open
water certification,course at Murray State University has been scheduled at 7 p.m Tuesday, Feb. 8.
in Room S-102 of the Applied Science Building
Classes will meet from 6 30 to 9:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays and from 8 a m to noon on Saturdays for
four weeks. Students will do an open water checkout dist as the final requirement of the course
Students who complete the course will earn national
certification by ttie Professional Association of rimmg Instructors.
A fee of 8125 for Murray State students or $145 fa
non-students covers instructional costs, certification. textand workbook, and the use of iliVing tanks,
air. an8 bathing regulators Each student supplies his own fins, mask and snorkel Additional
details may be obtained by calling Bob Jones at 7626897 or Ross Meloan at 762-6835 at Murray State -

Fraaces Drake
FOR SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY 5,1943
Whet Midst day will tomorrow br? To fled set Mist Ike
stars say, reed the forecast
ghvaler your birth sign.

ARIES
I Mar 21 to Apr_191
Yos and a close tie may PLACES SECOND — Calloway Middle School Speech Team placed ascend in
revue some of your invest- Calloway High JV Invitational Tournament Jan. 29. Individual winners were
frI'mf Plans Some travel for Kohl Burkeen, first, public speaking, WenclY Parker, second, storytelling. Versa
Local persons recently dismissed from Cominunit
the purpose of finding Peace_Crum,third. poetry. Jody Lassiter and Tbnmy Black, third, duet acting Making
luidquiet
final round were Burly Greer,extemporaneous speaking, Lee Ann Rayburn. pro- ty Hospital, Mayfield, were Mary Iiiirrett. lit 8.
TAURUS
tigot
i,se, and Natalie McDougal, storytelling. Team members are. from left, front. Murray. Walter B Mason. Kirksey. and Delores
Apr 20 to May 201
Jody Lassiter. Vesta Crum,Kell Burkeen. Wendy Parker, Tim Black, beck row. Mae Erwin. Hazel
keep- Suzanne Coleman. Huffy Greer, Dena McClard. Angela Hendrick, Stacey
been
'
ve
Ybu
PerbelP3
uig too much to yourself A Tavlor. Gwen Bailey, Lee Ann Rayburn, Tanya Murdock, Natalie McDougal,
loved one would be interested Amy Miller, Melody KerrieU. Nicole Baxsell, Jeanne Carroll. Lori Jones and
Ticket sales will start for Championship Wrestlmore about
what Vicki Grady.
/earning
in
ing to be Thursday.. Feb 17, at 8 p in at West Kenyou tick
makes
tucky Livestock and Exposition center. Thiervent
124rP
is being sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity at
May 21 to June 201
Community
Murray State University and for information call
A teen-age dependent may
762-2424
have some job luck. You begin
Friday,Feb. 4
Sunday, Feb. 6
Monday. Feb 7
District meeting of Jones with Mrs. Stanford
a physical fitness Program. Greater. Paducah Area
Find time today for both w'xt"Chapter of Parents Kentucky Moose Associa- Andrus at 7 15 p nt
and play
Purchase Area Singles Society will have a
Without Partners will tion will start at 930 a.m.
CANCER
Hattie Lee 4:alloway Mr. Valentine Cones( and Swimming party at Holimeet at e p . m . at at Moose Lodge, Sym:
)
4:6(
(June 21 to July 221
American Legion. Legion soma Road, Mayfield. - WMU Group Of Westside day Inn, Gilbertsville. on Saturday. Feb 5, at7 pin
Family outings are favored. Drive, PadOcah.
Baptist Church will meet Admission will be $2 per person. For information
You receive an invitation from
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse at 7 pm •at
charch.
call 753-9280 or 436-2240
a co-worker. Shoppers may
Winter book study will Heath will be honored at
find something special for a be at 7 p.m. at First Bap- a reception in celebration
child.
of 50th wedding anniverList Church
LEO
sary from 2 to 4 p m at
July 23 to Aug.221 4124"L'A
Youth book study of Cuba Baptist Church
Keep in touch with family
members. Entertaining at First Baptist Church will
Mr. and Mrs. R.M
home is favored. You discover be at 6 p.m. at home of Vance will be honored at
something of value,in an out- Robert Lyons.
a reception in celebration
Of-die-way place.•7
Seventh and Eighth of their 25th wedding anV IRG()
. Grade Girls of First Bap- niversary from 2 to 4 p.m.
i-Aug 23 toSept. 221
You may find something to tist Church will have at Hazel Baptist Church.
your liking an a mail-order their Lock-In at 730p m The couple -requests
guests not bring gifts.
catalogue. You're effective in
Saturday,Feb.5
speech now and should make Cub Scout Pack 57
will
Chili supper will be
important cells or visits.
have its Blue and Gold served from 6:30 to-8:30
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 Ant Banquet at 6 p.m. in the p.m. by the United
Pay attention to your ap- social hall of the First Methodist Youth
pearance. - -Visit a beauty - United Methodist Church Fellowship of South Pleaparlor or replenish your warsant Grove Church at the
drobe. Collectors may make Square and round danc- church social hall.
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
acquisitions.
Woodmen of the World Field trips to observe
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 rn/telti Hall
the ball eagle will start at
You'll be able to solve within
9 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.- at
yourself - many little things Temple Hill Lodge No. Woodlands Nature
WILL SING — The Varner Family, Chuck and Judy Varner and their children.
that have troubled you. 276 Free and Accepted Center. Land Between
Meditation and cootemplative Masons will meet at 7 the Lakes. For reserva- Jaime, Meredith, Kimberly and Greg la Murray State student ), Norris City, Ill,
,. p.m. at the lodge hall.
will present a program of gospel singing, gospel magic and gospel ventriloquian
pursuits are-favored.
tions call 1424-5602, - exas Sunday at6 p.m. at Westaide Baptist Church, North 1bth Street. The public is
SAGITTARIUS
tension 283.
Invited, a church spokesman said.
Nov. 72 to Dec. 21)
Alcoholics Anonymous
Monday,Feb. 7
You may revise your opi- and Alanon will meet at
Murray-CaHoway
nion about a friend. You'll opt win. in western portion of
for privacy and will catch up Livestock and Exposition Camera Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Calloway Public
on sleep, relaxation and Center.
BOSTON APt
Is'- condition, which usually in the New England Jour_
Library.
private interests,
tors have rebuilt the leads to death within nat of Medicine •
CAPRICORN
Ham and egg breakfast ••
hearts of two babies born--weeks-. "I doubt that he's going
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 10
will be served from 7 to 9 Calloway County without a left ventricle. d"The death of such a to become an IR inpi4
You may not be in the mood a.in by the United Retired Teachers
for large get-togethers, but Methodist Young Association will meet at the main pumping neonate i newborn is sprinting champion:.
you will have enjoyable times Fellowship of
Southwest Calloway chamber, and say the particularly poignint —
the
technique can save the since most are we'llin the company of a select
Palestine Church at the Elementary to begin at,12 lives of other newborns developed babies with
group of fnends.
noon.
church.
with the until-now fatal normal birth weights,"
AQUARIUS
-birth defect. •
and they rarely have
(Jan. to Feb. 18i
Executive Board of
This defect, called other birth defects, the
You'll make some minor Field trips to. observe Murray Woman's Club
career gains now. Most likely, bald eagle will start at 9 will meet at 11:30'a.m..at hypoplastic left heart doctors wrote
syndrome, leaves babies
The surgery was conyou'll talk over recent a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at club house
with a right ventricle but ducted at Children.'s
developments with both Woodlands Nature
Center, Land Between
no left one The aorta, the Hospital Medical Center
friends and advisers.
Coldwater United
the Lakes. For reservamain artery that takes in Boston by Dr. William
PISCES
tions call I-924-5602, ex- Methodist Church blood to the body, also is
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 2f)
Norwood The operaWomen are scheduled to very narrow.
Travel has business over- tension 238.
tion has been done twice,
meet at 7 p.m.
tones or someone at a distance
The condition is the and both patients are dohas a business proposition for Winter book study will
fourth most common carRecovery, Inc • will diac defect
you. Cultural pursuits are be at 7 p.m. at First Bapand afflicts
Norwood and Drs
meet at 7:30 p IT1 at about 8
highlighted.
tist Church.
percent of all Peter Lang, a carHealth Center. North children born with
YOU BORN TODAY like
diologist, and Dolly D
adventure but are somewhat Youth book study of Seventh and Olive malformed hearts. [hir- Hansen. an
reserved. You'll have success First Baptist Church will Streets
ing a recent 10-year anesthesiologist,
in politics and government be at 6 p.m. at home of
period in New England reported on their first atMurray Lodge No. 105 alone, 223 babies
service, ono you overcome Jeff Garrott.
had the tempt at the new surgery
Free and Accepted
aloofness and learn to warm
\s0
( oh
up to others. You can get by on 'Children's Activity Day Masons will meet at 7:30
your wits, but will achieve a for ages 8 to 12 of First p.m. at lodge hall
higher position if you learn to Baptist Church will be at
specialize. You need to expand 11 a.m. at Fellowship
Colts and Fillies 4-1I
your philosephy of life through Hall.
Horst Club will meet at 7
experience. You'd Make an
p.m. at Jack and Jill Day
extellent counselor, teacher Purchase Area Singles Care Center.
or psychologist. I,aw, Society will meet at 7
publishing and medicine may p.m. at Holiday Inn, Groups of First Baptist
also appeal to you. Birthdate Gilbertsville. For in- Church Women will meet
of: William Burroughs,
formation call 753-9280 or as follows: Lottie Moon
writer; Adlai Stevenson,
with Mrs. Porter Holland
436-2240.
Carpolitician; and John
at
7 p.m. and Kathleen
ratline,actor.

Patients dismissed

Wrestling scheduled

calendar

Singles to meet Saturday
The

riPkh

The distri t meeting of the Kentucky Moose
Association will be Sunday. Feb 6. at the Mayfield
Moose Lodge on Symsema lload All members are
urged to attend
There *ill e an open enrollment and all ladies are
invited The lodge will open with coffee and
doughnuts at 9 30 a ni anti the meeting will start at
10 30 a in. Open enrollment will be at 1 p m following a covered dish luncheon to be served at noon A
pool tournament is planned at 2 p ni

Workshop to be at church
A Leadership and Church i;rowth Workshop will
be Saturday and Sunday . Feb 5 and 6. at the
University Church .of Christ This workshop to start
at 9 a m Saturday will feature Hayti K Yeakley .
Jr . of Tulsa. okla • as speaker All interested per'
sons are invited to participate in the different ses
sions throughout the two days

leachers to meet Monday
The I•allowa) County Retired 1 e.whers AjPssocia
non will visit Southwest Calloway Elementary
School for its regular meeting on Morniai . Feb 7
lunch will begin at noon with a program to be
presented by the students at the s h,,tl t,. follow

Dental group will meet
The Southwestern I hstriet. I it•rit.4 II'. giene Society will ineet Tuesday .-Feti 8 at p in in the home
.of Angell.' Parrott \LI% field *Nominations for cif fit ers %in! k Ontilli trd

Board to meet Monday
The Ettei titiye Board 1 the Murray Woman's
will meet Monita% Feb 7 at It 3o a in at the
club house ()livid.' Boyd. president. urges each
twariltliefilbef 1.. aftetki
_

•

Agnes Gail Fricly born
Mr and ,Mrs _Joe Bill Frady . lit I. P,ury ear.
Tenn , are the parents of a daughter. Agnes Gad..
weighnig eight
measuring 21 intitfes, born
Monday. Jaw 24. at 2 ii; p III ,ilt...Murray-Callow..4
County liospiral The mother is the fornier Beverly
Paschall The father is self-employed as,. farmer I ;rantlparrnis :ire Mr and Mrs Joe
Frady of Mur
ray and 'Mr and WS Thoriiiet E Past hall of
Pury ejr. Tenn t ;re-at-grandparents are Mrs
UMW, ThUrniiIIII and Mrs I Auntie Ray buril of Mot- .
ray and Mr -and MrS----t
nt11.1:1-1

Tooth fairy line open
v, a part of a statwide effort to educate the publii
about better dental health. the Kentill..ky Dental
Association has a toll free number so children ran
talk with the tooth fairy about several different
things as the messages iJre pre-recorded and ,.hang.eililt regular intervals
The ToOttl Fillr) Hot
1-800-292-208:), is au _
cessahle 24 hours • a day seven days a week.
thriiughout this month February. is National
Children's Oental Ilealth Month and the Kentucky
I Wntal Association is sponsoring this di-tooth
Fairy'. hot line to reach youngsters and gertheni interested in better dental care, hygiene and eating
habits.- according to i)etlef Moore at the KDA Off

Doctors rebuilt hearts of two babies born with birth defects
Norwood said i.f the fa st ariiiind in the 4tacky aril.
chili, a !poi . now 2 years going -to school- and
old On the other hand. becoming a 1.1%%!,1'r 4ir
to tw able to live an at-ti'..' 1111 Si, Ian 1.1 w kite I-I
running
healthy life
ptiss11111'
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Church services and meetings announced
Various churches in the Steve Steele
city and county have anBible classes will start
nounced services and at 9,45 am.
meetings for Sunday.
Feb 6, as follows
Grace Baptist
The Rev R.J Burpoe.
pastor. will speak at 1050
Hegel and
•
Mason's Chapel
am and 5130 p.m. serThe Rev John Chur- vices at Grace Baptist
chwell, pastor, will speak Church Leland Peeler,
at 10 a.m at Hazel United music director, will sing
Methodist Church and at a solo and direct the
11 a m at Mason's Church Choir as they sing
Chapel United Methodist "Wasted Years" at the
Church Holy Corrunu- morning service.
mon will be celebrated at
The Youth Choir will
both churches
sing at the evening serSunday \Scool will be vice Dwane Jones will be
at 10 a m'at Mason's organist and Anita Smith
Chapel with Frank Coles will be pianist
as director of music.
Sunday School with
Sharon Myatt as organist Dan Billington as
and Karen Coles as superintendent will be at
pianist Sunday School' 9 45 a m For bus inwill be at 11 win at Hazel.. formation call Don Hale
with J W and Toni Jones at 753-3063
in charge of the music
----Memorial Baptist
Sinking Spring
Jerrell White.
The Rev Eddie Young, pastor, will speak at 10 50
pastor, will speak about a in and 7 p m servires
-Firey Trials" with at Memorial Baptist
scripture from James Church J T lee, deacon
1 1-3 at 11 am and about of the week. and Mike
-Saul's Salvation" with Young will assist_
scripture from Acta 9:1-9
The Sanctuary Choir.
at 7 p in at Sinking Spr- directed by Milton
ing Baptist Church.
Gresham. minister of
Music will be directed music and youth, will
by Paul Henderson with sing "Joy in the MornLaura Past-halt as ing" at the morning serorganist and Sharon Fur- vice Margaret and
ies as pianist Sunday Michael Wilkins will be
School with Mark accompanists
Past-hall as director will
At the evening service
be at 10 a in .and Church the ordinance of The
- Training * with Sonny Lord's Supper will be
Lockhart as director will observed • Laurie Hanbe at 6 p in
ctx.k will sing "Sweet
Beulah Land."
Church Teaching will
Hazel Baptist
be at r_t 40 a m and
The Rev James
Garland, pastor, will Church Training with
speak at the 11 a in and 6 Glenn Hale as director
iii services at the Hatel will twat 6`p in
Baptist I hutch Music
will be directed t* Genc
Westside Baptist
Orr Miller with Gay')
The Rev Don Farmer,
Key as organist and pastor, will speak at 10 50
Oneida White aS pianist
a in service at Westside
Sunday School with Baptist Chun h
Tommy Scott will
Don Bailey as director
will be at 9 45 a in and direct the Church Choir
Church Training with Pat as the
sing "My
Hutson as director will be Everything" with Patsy
Neale as organist and
at 5 p in
Susie Scott as pianist
Teresa Gilson will sing a
Seventh& Poplar
John Dale will speak at solo and !Asa Hunter will
30 and 10 40 a in and 6 play for the offatory
At the 6 pm service
p iii servo t.s at Seventh
and Poplar Church of. the Varner Family of
Christ his morning topic Norris City, Ill , will prewill be "A Clearer Vision sent a special program
of God" with scripture
Sunday School with
from Acts 17 26-28, and Ronnie Walker as educahis evening topic will be tional director will be
'At the Cross" with at10 a in Jimmy liarscripture from I.uke ryman is youth director
and David Smotherman
2333-38
Assisting in services L'. chairman of deacons
will be Jack Rose, Jeri-)
Goshen Methodist
Rolla, Bobby Fike, Jr
The Rev Roland Jones,
Ray Karraker, Jerry
Ilumphress, Danny pastor, will speak at 11
Cleaver, Robet Johnson, a in service at Goshen
United Methodist Church
Frak Hargis. Gary
Sam Parker. Todd He will be assistird by
Bohannon, Lenith Scott Coleman
The Children's Group,
Rogers, Fred Douglas,
Tommy Carraway, Kun directed by Tonya
Weatherford, Roy Har- Thompson and Debbie
mon. Edward P Thomas. Wood, will sing a special
.Ron McNutt, Alex selection
Sundio School will
Clayton, Jaime Potts and

•

•

The group,"Si:'
will present special
mimic at the evening service,
Sunday School with
Jimmy Kelly as director
will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with
Steve Jones as director
will beat 5-30p m

rim Room

Dr. James Smith,
director of the
Brotherhood Commis- By GEORGE CORNELL qua
the same trend.
AP laiiike Writer
14. aaid a "new secular
sion, Southern Baptist
In the modern "deA currently popular mindeet" in American fiance of inherited
Convention, Memiihis.
truth"
Tenn., will speak at le:45 idea is that mixed values society seeks "social and biblical morality, he
Bethel and
a.m. and$ p.m. serifices are ,essential to escape from all the said the "new image" of
Brooks Chapel
democracy and that ethical demands of fulfillment is "deined
at First Baptist Church.
in
The Rev. Dean
The Rev G.T. Moody. moral absolutes are out civilized ezietence" and terms of physical
Woodard will speak about
aasociate pastor, Jack of piece. But a noted holds that the only rule of gratification, material in"Prayer Brings An
First Methodist
Wager, deacon of the theologian says thet view action is "private deci- fluence and worldly
Angel's Visit" with scripDr Walter E Nitschke, week, Chris Bland, Dr. could destroy democracy sion and personal status."
ture from Acts 12 1-17.
Jr., minister, First Paul Lyons and David itself.
creativity."
Similar attitude, he
He will speak AI 9:30 United Methodist Church,
"The perverse notion
Parker will assist.
"In earlier generations added, show up in some
a m at Bethel United will began a series of serWayne Haley, minister that democracy is in- Americans judged evangelical preaching,
Methodist Church and at mons on the theme of
of music, will sing a solo, compatible with moral themselves by Judeo- suggesting faith nct
only
11 a m at Brooks Chapel "The Prayer That
"All That Thrills My absolutes spells in- Christian principles," he will enhance spiritual
and
United Methodist Church Teaches To Pray" at the
Soul" and direct the evitable collapse and said, but now a "growing moral well-being
but also
A potluck luncheon will 1054 a.m. service His
democracy."
chaos
for
Church
Choir
as
they sing
vanguard of society" physical and financial
follow the Brooks Chapel sermon on Sunday will be
"In Jesus" at the morn- says the Rev Carl F.H. regards those standards well-being.
service
• "Who Praise To Whom''". ing'service. Joan Bovrker Henry. a widely influen- as a "threat to selfHenry was presented
Evening service will be with scripture from Matwill be organist and tial evangelical scholar.
with a leather-bound set
at 7 p in at Brooks thew 6 5-15
Allene Knight will be
On that issue, he says,
"Today's narcissistic of his new theological
Chapel Rev Woodard's
The Chancel Choir will pianist.
"American
.
culture is at a philosophy considers opus by the
topic will be "Hearing sing "Open Our Eyes"
publisher.
At the evening service, fateful crossroads."
biblical imperatives a Word. Inc.. of Waco,
The Word But .Not
with Paul Shahan as special music will be by
Henry, honored this barrier to self-realization
Understanding" with director
and Bea Farrell the Children's Choirs and week in Washington, and the church an im- Texas.
scripture from Acts' as organist. Holy
Like Henry, several of
Com- the Men's Choir
D.C., at the annual con- pediment to free and the other
13 26-41
speakers, inmunion will be ' Sunday School will be vention of National creative selfhood,"
he cluding evangelists Billy
celebrated.
at 930 am, Church Religious Broadcasters said.
Presbyterian
Graham, Luis Palau,
Church School will be Training, Discipleship on his completion of a
"Human existence is Oral "Roberts, James
The Rev R F Rabatm. at 9.-45 a.m., Covenant
Class. Ac-teens. GAs and monumental six-volume deliberately and routinepastor, will speak about Prayer Group at 5 30
RAs will be at 5 p.m.; work. "God. Revelation ly collapsed into a me- Robison, Jim Baker and
Read Me the Rook" with p.m. UMYF Bowl-a-Thon
Deacons will meet at 7 and Authority," spoke at first philosophy ... in all Rex Humbard, see
scripture from Psalm 119 at University
"setular humanism" or
Center at p.m.
the affair's closing ban- dimensions of life."
at the 10 45 a in service 5 30 p in, and Focus
"naturali
sm" as a
on
Henry's thesis touched spreading, damaging inM First Presbyterian the Family Film will
be
a conunon chord among fluence.
t7huach.
,
at6:30p.m. at church.
the gathering of about
Amy Jarman will
It "deprives personalidirect the choir with CynVIENNA. Austria'Al' ment agreements leading 3,000 religious broad- ty of ultimately real
Christian Science
An interfaith, interna- to elimination of nuclear casters and producers, status and thus jeoparthia Scribner as at-.
many of them of dizes the transcendent
COMpanfst
The Bible lesson ser- tional group of religious weimisris."
Church School mon to be read at 11 a m
"Nothing less is at evangelical bent. But he nature of all personal and
leaders says ''there is no
Assembly will be at 9- 30 service at Christian cause that Would morally stake than the future of also chided them for social values." Henry
am with Eleanor Kod- Science Society will be on Justify the death and humanity," they said. sometimes catering to said.
man as superintendent "Spirit" and includes this destruction" of nuclear The group included
and Ahda Graves as ac- passage from Science War •
United Methodist Bishop
companist. The Adult and Health With Key to
The gathering of James Armstrong, presiDiscussion Class will the Scriptures, Christian Roman Cathiolic. dent of the U.S. National
meet in the -adult Science textbook by Mary Eastern Orthodox, Pro- Council of Churches and
classroom and the Jesse Baker Eddy - "The testant. Anglican and Archbishop James
LEXINGTON, Ky .
Rogers Class will be supremacy of Spirit was Moslem leaders called Roach, president of U.S
Bill Moores,
1APi — Don Wiggins, a spokesman for the
.laugh! - by Dr 'Sal the foundation on which for -verifiable disarma- Roman Catholic hishopt
Winchester resident and Repeal the Greed Bill
-Maarazzo as they study Jesus built"
Lexington real-estate citizens' group in RichSunday School also will
the Uniform Curriculum
broker, said Thursday he mond, said his organizabe at 11 a in
- - -will file candidacy papers tion was endorsing WigScotts Grove
house-Senate resolution.
WASHINGTON Al'i
next
week for the gins.
The Rev. Wayne-.
First Christian
To resounding applause
About 100 members of Republica
Carter, pastor, will speak
n guberWiggins' only previous
Martha Nell Simpson from a convention of Congress also
attended a natorial primary elecat 11 a.in. and 6 p.m. ser- will speak about "Peace
politicil
bid was for Winvices at Scotts Grove With Justice" with scrip- religious broadcasters, breakfast sponsored by tion.
chester
city commisPresident Reagan this the _conference. which
Baptist Church.
sioner "about 15 years
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Fairy tole characters tried by second graders
PRESCOTT, Wash
I
— Tbe Sig Bad Wok
was guilty of property
destruction as charged
Gretel- was cleared of
murder in the killing of
the old witch, but It took
four polls of the jury to
acquit her
Teacher Bill Wolford
uses fairy tale characters
who are good, bad or just
everyday citizens to show
his class of about a dozen
second -graders at
Prescott Elementary
School how the Amencan
judicial system works
He said it also trains
them to think on their
feet
The students, ages 7
and 8, play defendants
such as the smirking wolf
who blew down the Three
Little Pigs houses, or the
Inghtened Gretel. who
shoved the witch into the
oven and banged the door
shut
- Students also play
witnesses, lawyers and

jurors
"Their feeding, coinprehension and listening
have developed because
they have to think."
Wolford said Thursday.
"I generally lit down
with the students and let
them throw out ideas "
Wolford said he sets
aside 45 mmutes each
Friday for the discussions and fairy tale trials
for his pupils in this
southeast Washington
community
Angela (;eel, 8, appropriately defiant as the
Big Bad Wolf. was grilled
about whether she huffed
and puffed and blew down
one little pig's straw
house
"Just as I was beginning to talk to the little Pig,
a strong wind came up
and blew the house
down," she claimed. The
jury didn't buy that story
and convicted her
In the case of Gretel vs
The Second Grade, the

jury had a tougher time
Gretel baked the witch to
death, that's clear: but
was it murder or justified
homicide'
Jurors finally acquitted
Gretel because of
testimony by a woodcutter who said that after the
witch died, all her belongings vanished. The woodcutter added, however,
that the witch always fed
turn cookies and seemed
nice enough
Since the witch tried to
roast Hansel and Gretel,
she had to be a bad witch,
not a good one Gretel.
the jury concluded, did
what needed doing
When students recently
discussed "Jack and the
Beanstalk," they luesboned whether 4ack—had
the right to run off with
the giant's golden horn
The beanstalk caper
was just a matter of
discussion, and Jack will
not be tried. Wolford said

(
Cupid.
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Family Affection
May Become Love

DEAR P AND P. I think he's ashamed of his
parents. Or his home. And possibly both.
• • •

01.:Ali MIRY Si'. Alf.. anti I Ihrrl 1/01.44. I./ MI% brother
and hi. war. We took man,
. 1.a. anon trip.. together and
mere a % et I. ornpa task heureanw.
ts.
n.sesmed am a% and I ha%e liern
Two s,eares age.
%pry lonel% sins.- Tn.. meeks ago rns hrother died %erY
ituddrnIs During the- fr.% dae.e. I spent %loth the entire
f.smpl ii ..4 urred to me- to siterak I. rn, 1.4-rea%ed sister in
lilA ishout a wealthier future tiegethrr hut I thought it %outsf
her rrIlim ii toe. pre-mature and in war 140.1,
I ...lid nothing
ha,..Naturall% she w
pen.al 4 41 mourning follomed
lel. is period of actiueetnient hut Aber t h.st I think she and I
• twirl find.. orupanion.hip together in th. %ears ahead
lkh tiuresto,n flow long .hould I %%Alt ' I m ,,(raid it I
must lea ko,ng
r nnsn in..% step it. ahrael of me
attr.i. ti%. v...mari
She's a
me if .he knew I w
I have a hun. h .he
interested floes an I handle this. in g.ad ta.te'
AN F:1 F.
'IA I. I-I -11'M.

'Dr,

DEAR EYE: As a member of the family. you have
an inside track, hut don't crowd her.-Tie attentise,
solicitous. sympathetic and it•itilable for hand holding in a brotherly. non-aggresses.. manner.
Don't make any moy es until ..he indicates that she
has more than a platonic interest in you. Just he
there with a Wort shoulder to cry ciri and if your.
hunch is right. when the time is right, shell drop
into your palm like a ripe peroh
•
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DEAR CAN'T: I hue.. not only heard of it. I've
seen such 14 gallery. Decorating is a matter of personal taste, and there is no reason why people
shouldn't hang pictures m he-rever the:'. m
•
11- H Atilt', 1 ou 'its n
es% lett. r. frorn s,oung
asking Should I or should I not go ill th. ma'. Is for.
111.1rspago•'
I mas gi%. h
1...iutiri7i ri oson mil% I should not and
ne% er forgot it Th. re mere
hi a% % %%Arnow.. or u “nfu.inix
explanation. It m.o.
tin.,
%
tme. n man
anti onian
(Ming gilt to tilt fli•M
.snet
his gift p. riot ro
IPIPI
I arl%
A I.. I N TEXAs
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Esery teen-ager should k-now the truth about
drugs, sex and how to he happy. For Ahhy's booklet,
send $2 and a long, stamped i37 cents). selfaddressed s.nvelope to: Abby. Tern Booklet. P.O. Box
314923, Holly% cited. Calif. 14003/4.

GOP withdrawals create shock waves imparty ACES'
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FRANKFORT, Ky
No Republican
AP)
officials or advisers have
publicly given up hope of
the party winning the
gubernatorial race in
Novembe-r. But the
withdrawal of two top
GOP prospects has sent
shock waves through the
party
Three knowledgeable.
Republicans agreed
Thursday to talk about
the situation, but only if
they were not identified
because of sensitivities
involved.
The crisis arose
Wednesday when Rep
Larry Hopkins, R-Ky •

Give me one good
reason for advertising
in 19831

and state .".en. James
Bunning, R-Fort Thomas.
announced within an hour
of one another that they
would not seek the guber-•
ruitonal nomination in.
'May.
, That dashed the hopes
of many party followers
who believed the GOP
had a good opportunity
with either man.
'
It aLso left the GOP
field wide open, with-Ron
Meredith, a U.S. attorney
for the western district of
Kentucky. mentioned
most frequently
However. Meredith has
declined any comment in
view of his federal position.
The most extreme
negative reaction dime
from a Republican who
said the withdrawals
"ought to ...touch off a
revolution in the
Republican Party. It's an
abject failure of leadership. There is no reason
this party should be
without a strong candidate What were they
doing last year to
prepare"
The most cheerful comment was from a second
Republican who said he
could not understand why
his colleagues are so concerned If Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane is
nominated for governor
by the Democrats, he
said."we can show all the
way back that he has
been a failure."
If Lt. Gov. Martha
Layne Collins wins the
nomination, he continued;"It will be an entirely different campaign
... but there is no way to
avoid a split in the
Democratic ranks.
Either way, the potential
for us is there."
The same Republican
thought Meredith would
make a good candidate,

could rightfully claim months ago that he would
BOBBY WOUF
good Washington connec- not run and was protions for Kentucky "and moting Hopkins
Ify-ou don't learn from
has a record as clean as
your mistakes. don't make
Arnold Glasow
could possibly be."
any
Moreover, he said, the
national economy is slow- BOW1.ING GREEN,
ly coming around and Ky. AP).— U.S. District
President Reagan would Judge Eugene Siler Declosser played the
be "reasonably popular" ordered state lawyers to wrong suit in his search for
by November.
respond within 20 days to nine tricks It was true that
Former state Human a request that would hearts offered the shortest
Resources Secretary grant class-action status route to quick tricks, but it
Grady Stumbo and Ray to a suit filed on behalf of w-a. also true that hearts
would lead to quick defeat
'A. Am a, Democrat" one church school. Adkins from I.etcher Suer gave the order Dummy's spade jack won
County are the two other Thursday during a brief the first trick and dummy's
announced Democratic pretrial hearing on a suit heart king went to East's
candidates for governor. filed by parents and of- ace East returned the spade
A third Republican said ficials of the Camp- nine and it was over quickly
1963 is a difficult year to bellsville Christian The defenders got the first
get a strong candidate to Academy, e church five tricks for one down and
run because of the reces- school ttbt has refused to declarer managesl,to..scese
sion. He said that in seek accredltatifen-from the reel..
Declarer would. have
modern times no the state.
made his game had he
Republican has won a The Rev. B.C. Gillispie,
played the minor suits corKentucky governorship principal of the Taylor rectly instead of playing
when a Republican was County school and pastor hearts At trick two, he
president. The last GOP of Bible Baptist Church, leads a low club to his nine
governor was Louie contends the school and a club back to dummy's
Nunn. elected in 1967 meets or exceeds state king With five club tricks
when a Democrat was standards for the health assured, dummy's diamond
president.
and safety of students queen comes next If East
The same man said a and should not be forced covers, declarer wins and
more legitimate concern to seek state approval.
dummy's diamonds will proshould be "whether we The state has threaten- duce an overtrick If East
have reached the point ed to file truancy charges refuses to cover, dummy's
where we really have on- against parents of diamond queen wins while
ly one party in this state children enrolled in the South throws his jack
— where the leaders Campbellsville school, as Another diamond finesse
decide it's not worth the well as similar church and a second club finesse
candle trying for gover- schools in other counties. now give South nine running
nor."
State figures show there tricks
Democrats outnumber are at least 73 such Why should declarer have
known to play the minor
Republicans slightly schools in Kentucky.
more than 2 to 1 in Ken- Charles Craze, a suits instead of hearts' The
play to trick one reveals
tucky.
Cleveland lawyer who is
Besides Meredith, representing the school, that East had no spade
Hopkins and Bunning,the requested that the suit honor With a good spade
state GOP once had Jef- become a class action suit and the heart ace. West
ferson County Judge because state officials most probably would have
Mitch McConnell and na- have threatened truancy made an overcall The lack
NORTH
2-4-A
tional committeeman charges against parents.
•J 7
Larry Forgy of Lexington Craze appeared Thurs•I(14.110
to consider.
•Q 109 7
day on behalf of the
•K 5
But McConnell decided 'Cainpbellsville parents.
long ago to forego a He was given two weeks REST
EAST
1 6Q412
053
•9 6 4
gubernatorial effort and by Slier to clarify in the ::
•A 9.3
concentrate instead on suit whether the action is •
•K 5 4
112
the 1964 U.S. Senate race, directed against the state •2
•Q I 3
and Forgy made it clear Board of Education.
SOI TM

Action ordered
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,
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RACERS VENTURE TO "ICE VALLEY"
MU at Youngstown State, Feb. 4, 7:00 p.m.
RACERS RETURN TO
MSU
at
5,
6:30
Akron,
Feb.
p.m.
RACER ARENA
OVC Standings
Cad.
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Akron
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech
Youngstown State
Austin Pea y
Middle Tennessee

MONDAY NIGHT
HOSTING
EASTERN ILLINOIS

Overall
7-0 15-2
S-2 7-10
4-3 10-7
4-3 9-8
4-3 10-8
2-5 94
1-6 8-11
1-6 4-13

Racer Results
1 1/19 Marathon Oil
11/27W. Virginia Tech
11/29 Bradley
12/2 SIU Carbondale
12/1Mt•tittese St
12/6 Howling t ;reel'
12/1; F. Kentut.ky
12/18 Moreht•ad St
12/28 Fortlhatti
12/29 CAB
1/7 Youngstown St
1/8 Akron
1/11 I.: Illinois
1/14 Tennessee Tech
1/18SIU-1-:
1/21 Middle 'Fenn.
1/24 SE 1 A011{SlaSE1

•

OVC Leading Scorers'
Joe Jakubick. Akron
Glen Green. MSU
Lamont Sleets, MSU
Ricky Hood, MSU
Lenny Manning, APSU

•

PPG
29.5
19.9
17.2
17.1
16 4

OVC Leading
Rebounders•
Ricky Hood. MSU
Jim Chambers,EKU
Earl Harrison. MaSU
Doug Lipscomb, MTSU
Steve Taylor.ITU
'As Of January 31

Rib.
9.8
9.4
9.1
8.6
7.5

l/2' AtiStitl- Pea1'

W
1.
W.
W

8275-8;
90-4,
63-4

W
W
%%.

81
861,
;

,

W

¶13•

W

8.1

8

W
W
W
W
1.
W

•

,
84 ,
92 •-t;
•ZT
0;1 ;
0
81

Racer Schedule
Feb 4 tit Votnigstown St
Feb 5,at Akron
Fasti4nii
Feb 11 Tennessee it' Ii
Veb 12 Central State
Feb 18 at Nlititile Tennessee
Veb 25 :it Austin I
Cl) 28 at I AnitsvrIle
\Lir 4 1-astern Ketittick
Mar 5 Morehead State
Mar 11-1244V Fuitrttatitent
a,
•
. •

YSLI's Ricky Tunstall Leads The Nation
In Blocked Shots Akron Features The Nation's Third
Leading Scorer In Joe Jakubick
•

•

Murray State

Youngstown 'State

Akron

ti-ti 4.len4reen 194
6-8 Sammy Curran 45.5 •
6-7
Ricky Hood I 17 1
5-111 Lamont Sleets 417 24
6-3
Brian Stewnrt-t 10,01
Rebounding I.eader Hood 49.8)

Troy Williams 11.21
F .6-7
Ray Robinson 48.4 i
F 6-7
Ricky Tunstall 4 11.3i
C 7-1
G 5-10 Bruce Timko 46.9
G 6-1
Kevin Cherry 0.0t
Rebounding Leader: Tunstall 16.14

F. 6-4;

Itit ICAcord
•
6-51
'Jamie
C ti-; Tun Spikes t;
;
.14.K• JakilhIck 24
I; ti-5 Wayne Pierce lo .4/
Itebotitiding I.eittler Spikes 4 ti
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IllachIsso & Radiator Shops

quet Facilities
Available
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Friday Nights

BODY WORK
Is our
business

Seafood Buffet

Saturday Night
Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
Deluxe Buffet

KENLAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM
Hwy. 94

Awroro

Murray, Ky.

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

WE'LL MAKE YOUR
CAR LOOK NEW
AGAIN
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Big
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Illinois earns upset
the old-fashioned way

DONATION - Murray-Calloway County Jaycees representative Junk
McMillen fright) presented Murray State basketball coach Ron Greene with a
$2.000 check which represented proceeds from the visit by the Harlem Globetrotters in January. The proceeds will benefit the MSU athletics program

Dart-throwing championship
draws variety of contestants
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Correspondent ,
More than 1.000 contestartts from -throughout
ti:e United • States
gathered. in New York
this -41.eeken.1 to compete
- •
for 115,000
'"-* Utley borr no particular
physo al traits Some
%'re 4Iressrs Some wore
puestripe suits. others in
Jeans and leather jackets
ltie
were fat, skinns..
tall short. some lead.
'hers with hair down to
_ the napes of their neeks
'Hwy were young. oid.
Isiw -legged and built like
lone Selkirk
- They didn't lug 50t.,und golf bags Thev
doin't have a . doren
graphite, tightly-strung
tennis rackets under them
:1311122

Ttle:t

didn't

blow

and beating
their chests the way the
Redskins and I)(Ohms
did in last Sunda)'s Super
Bowl
-they ("arried their
equipment in their inside
at pockets or, in the
ase of women, in their
purses alongwith lipStick
and rouge
T Ii e) are sia r t throwers, in town for
three days Of intensive
battling at a midtown
bidet part of a ''year•
'around tour in 32
tries with total purses of
several million dollars
"Darts a sport""
growls a cynic -You gotta be kidding Darts is a
kids' game "
111. holler-111g

Its very definitely a
sport." counters an offKnded Nick Virachkul,
known as the "Thailand
cotah03,-." professional
darter.... owner of a
Thininnerels.--it board 4'414111and the 1974 world
1344
open singles champoin
.Its as flinch sport as
golf or billiards and noire
so than bridge.. rho-Ns or
yachtsailing
Vtrachkul IS a roundfaced: A3-year-old Thai
who 11113.4* was a Javelin
thrower in his native land
but who immediately
shifted to a smaller
missile when he immigrated to America and
got booked on ifart throwing in the local pub
He is one of the top
favontes m the second
annual I Aiweribrau open
this wtk iAJwenbrau is a
beer and the sponsorship
comes naturally Darts
and brew are kiss'''.
cousins.
-While its a national
pastime in Britain and
other countries, it is Just
beginning to take hold in
the United States There
are 10 million who play
the game competitively,
another 20 million who
for enjoyment"
Tournaments are
played yearly -in cities
suCh as D1Ts Los
Angeles. Phoenix and
Denver but Ow biggest is
-the $100,000 International
open in the fall in Hawaii.
The dart board is 111 inches in diameter with a

elay

PRENSPRING

131
.
-inch scoring area
divided into 21) pie-shaped
zones At the center is a
two ring bulls eye. the
outer ring worth 25 points
and the center 50
Contrary to • vommon
•,twlicf:the object isnot to
hit -the bullseye The
highest 'scores are made
by hitting three-eights of
-an inch bands for double
and triple points Players
start at 301, 401, 501 and
601 points with the object
to reduce the SellrE to
zero, throwing thrye
darts at a tune To fa the
exact score demands pmP91111 itclAlTitcy
"It

is a real art.'' said
Virachkul It demands is
steady stance. perfect
eye and hand control,
great wrist action' The
equivalent of bow ting:s
300 game is to erase 501
- with nine darts No one
has ever done it in coml
petition

Los Angeles
coach honored
by NBA
NEW VoRK Al
Pat Riley of the I.0sAngeles Lakers has been
named National Basketball Association Coach of
the Month for January
Rileleani won 10 of
13 games during the
month and extended their
lead in the NBA's Pacific
Division from P1 to eight
games
Riley. a former Uruversity of Kentucky star and
Laker player, replaced
Paul Westhead as Laker
coach early last season

SALE
Limited Time Offer
S80°°
/1111•41
1

Value
111

Cold second halfshooting
plagues Murray High girls

Calloway girls drop
one-point heartbreaker

CCMS takes
two wins

in basketball

The totally new Cougar is coming soon. See It here. And find out how easy it
is to enter the personal luxury car class

BUY CASS QUALITY NOW
AT PRI•SPNIAN) SALE
PRICIS AND SAYE

T
.
I

•
hands, and if you fool and 7-1 - with 29. but
around with the'beU too missed a jumper from the
much they're going to foul line that would have
take it away from you," won the game in regulahe said.
tion. Fields put ECLA
Efram Winters led Il- ahead to May 116-4% when
linois with 17 points.
be bile turnaround jump
Tap Ten shot with 53 seconds reAt Bloomington. Ind..
Ted Kitchel scored 29
In other noteworthy.
points and Randy Witt- games:
•
man added 20 for, In-Tom Se-well's 32
diana, which moved into points.led Lamar to a 93a first-place tie with idle 62 rout of McNeese State
Minnesota in the Big Ten. and into sole possession
A -basket gy Kitchel of first place in the
started the Hoosiers' 14- Southland Conference.
point surge. Jim Thomas
--Sophomore Carl
hit two baskets.,Uwe Blab ['spite's 26 points led lead
scored twit* on rebounds Wichita State to a 10140
and Michel and Thomas Missouri Valley Conhit again for a 5044 lead. ference romp over New
Indiana. 16-2 overall. ideziceState. ON THE FLOOR - Murray High skipper Jim
outscored Wisconsin 204
--Michael Cage scored Harrell was up on his feet during most of game
over the next five 20 points and San Diego Thursday night at Hickman County, where his team
minutes for a 79-58 bulge. State used an 143-0 run to lost a 47-34 contest to the Lady Falcons.
Wisconsin WM led by crush New Mexico 6147,
Staff photo by ChrLs Evans
Brad Sellers with 21
points and Cory
Blackwell with 20
**Blab was the key."
Wisconsin Coach Steve
Yoder said of Indiana's 7foot-2 center. ''There was
no way we could handle
him once he got the ball
down low. He's not putto 10-7.
By CHRIS EVANS
to host Syrnsonia in a
ting the baIl on the floor
Sports Writer
Diana Ridley' led the -junior varsity and varsity
like he used to and he can
CLINTON -- "We Murray scoring depart-- contest.
be very effective if you've played pretty. gOod the !Tient with five buckets
In junior varsity action
got Kitchel and Wittman first _half, then we jut from the field and two Murray was overthrown
going on
sides."
couldn't hit squat," said -from the charity stripe 36-2 1 - by the' Lady
At Charlottesville, Va., Lady Tiger skipper Jim• for- 12 points. Monica Falcons, as Vonnie Hayes
Virginia's- 7-4 Sampson Harrell. "We 'just didn't Greene -dropped -in 10, topped the Tigers with
had 25 first-half points hit anything the second while teammate Donna five points. Leslie
and the Cavaliers half. It's very obvious, we Rou.sse rounded out the Thompson and Ginger
withstood foul problems went cold and they kept duo with eight points.
Stalls added four points
in winning for the 18th shooting."
Murray's .5-8 Sorting each.
time in 20 - starts, .Wake
Murray High gave the forward, Lori Scharr
Forest, which hasn't won 12-2 Hickman County bacher,, was sidelined
at Virginia since 1977. got girls all they coilldhandre during the contest due.to 1111311V[V.M.
stun 0 2 22 lijdlrs 1 2-4 12 Komar 4
21 points from Anthony In the opening half; but a neck injury she receiv- 114 Gramm 34-4 10 Spann 1042
totals 13$ 4034
Team
Teachey.
bowed to the hosts' high ed Monday at Christian
HICKMAN COUNTY , ,
Virginia led 53-41 at percentage shooting in County, but is expected to
Watson II 217 Rodgers 22 34 Wood
0 14 3 Faust 4 2-4 10 11nrer 3 044,
halftime, but Sampson the final two periods. The resume practice today.
F.strs 0 1 3 1 Burgess 2 114 4 Trans
picked up his third and Lady Falcons turned
The Tiger women will totals 11111- 47
Tram ref ords
Murray 1414,
Fourth personal fouls in back the Tiger women 47- vacation until Monday Huainan
Counts 13-2
the'Opening minute of the 34‹"7hursday night, at when they are scheduled
Hafrtsrn. worr MILS 11 HMS?!
Second half and (Men Hkitniiin County. Wilson was whistled for
Hickman...County conhis fourth with 16:36 left. troled the opening tip off
But with 'Sampson and and picked up its firstiwo
Wilson on the bench for points when forward Lix
the next nine minutes, Faint put an offensive reVirginia outscored the bound back through the
Deacons 14-11.
Calloway - County High
hoop. From that point on
Livingston won the
Coach Terry Holland the hosts never losts its' School's varsity girls game at the charity
conceded that Sampson, lead.
dropped a heartbreaker stripe, connecting on 23who scored Virginia's
• Murray fought tough in to Livingston Central 31 attempts. Calloway
first 13 points, was -pret- the first two periods, Thursday night 5948.
outahot Livingston from
ty much -the story. Ralph outscoring the opposition
According to Coach the floor - 22 to 18 — butwas just awesome in the by three points during the John Orr, three starters only connected on 14 of 24
first half. The rest of the second frame and car- fouled out in the fourth from the line.
guys took up the slack ried a slight 22-19 deficit quarter but subs Amberly
CIIIII0Way
JV team
when he.was out." Moss, Shannon Ford and also was defeated, 43-2g.
into the dressing room.
At Los Angeles, Kenny
Harrell saidbe thought Tracey -Eldridge turned by Livingston. Jennie
Fields scored nine of his his girls shut' the much in good performances.
Winchester, with 9 points,
215 *tints in overtime. taller lady Falcons- off. Tammy Trees led the and Shannon Ford, with 6
leading UCLA to a throughout the first half Calloway scorers with 20. rebounds, led the CCHS
Pacific-10 victory. over but just could not hit the Teammates Terri attack
Washington Stale,Darien bucket after the mid-way Malcolm and Beth Hooks
Daye added 25 points for point.
each chipped in 13. Hooks
'
the Bruins, 15-2 overall
The hosts produced 25 and Malcolm also were
and 7-0 in the con- points in the final half to the leading rebotuiders
ference.Steve Harriel.led Murray's IS, as it dulled with 1-5 and 12, respecWashington State - 15-3 the Lady Tigers' record tivel).

FIRSTDAY OF CLASS
STARTS FEBRUARY 17

ON CASE LAWN & GARDEN
TRACTORS

.N. FREE

By HERSCHEL
NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The experimental clock
and three-point goal have
sent college basketball
scores soaring this
season, but Illinois
achieved as 62-41 upset of
13th-ranked Iowa the oldfashioned way - the Illim
earned it with defense
"We told our players
we had to concentrate on
defense after last week
(two high-scoring vietones, and that is what
won the genie," Illinois
Coach Lou Henson said
after Thursday night's
tntunph. "On "OfferLie. we
were tight and weren't
very e lec"
weren't- smooth.- but we
did a super job on
defense."
Besides Iowa, the only
other member of The
Associated Press Top
Twenty to stumble was
No 18 Washington State,
which took seventh ranked U41.-A into-overfirm being bowing 8947
Elsewhere. sixth -ranked Indiana trailed
Wisconsin 44-36 and then
ran off 14 consecutive
points to defeat the
Badgers 83-73, Ralph
Sampson poured in 30
points as third-rankedVirginia trimmed Wake
Forest 89,75 and No.16 Illinois State won its 11th
straight, shading Drake
65-59
At Champaign, Ill..
low-as Steve Carfino
missed a jump shot with
13 seconds to go and Illinois held on Iowa is 13-5
overall. 4-4 in the Big
Ten
The Hawkeyes led
almost the entire first
half, but never by more
than ---freVen points. ,They
were hampered by foul
trouble and Greg Stokes.
their' leading .scorer,
played only eight of the
first 20 minutes
The turning point came
with 8.03 to go when
Stokes, who was held to 11
points, fouled out and
Doug Altenbergers free
throw gave the Illini a 5150 lead. A three-point goal
by Cartmu with 3:09 to go
Put Iowa on top 61-59. A
basket- by Illinois' Anthony Welch tied it and
Derek Harper's free
throw with If37- WO wall
It.
"The one big difference
in the game was that they
Cook .care of the ball better down the stretch;
that's what killed us,"
said Iowa Coach Lute
•
Olson.
Henson agreed. "Our
guards have the quick
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Calloway County Middle School claimed two
eighth grade victories
over Hickman County
Thursday.
The boys downed
Hickman 40-20 while the
girls romped to a 404
win.
In lifting their year's
slate to 7-2, the boys also
won the war on the
boards,33-11. Tony Benke
pulled down 9 while teammate Chris Dodd added 6.
Dodd also connected for 7
points and had 3 steals.
Ovid Stubblefield cats,tributed 7.
The girls' lopsided victory kept their season
mark perfect at 9-0. The
starting five played until
four minutes before half
as the reserves played
the rest of the way
Christy Anderson had
10 pouits and 9 rebounds
Christy Darnell added
while Marsha Grimes
chipped in 5. Tabethe
Johnson had five Meals
and La Marquarth also
turned in a good performance.
The coaching staff was
pleased with the play of
the reserves and the entire squad, reducing the
number of turnovers
from the first contest
with Hickman.
Both Calloway' teams
next will see action Monday at Murray Middle
School against the Tigers.
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Greene concerned about performances as OVC season continues
At the midway point in
the Ohio Valley Conference* basketball race
Murray State finds itself
in the enviable position of
being undefeated and all
alone atop the league
standings.
The Racers have won
15 of their last 16 outings.
including all seven OVC
encounters, for an unpressive 15-2 record.
"I have to be pleased

that we are undefeated in
.the conference and we've
won 15 of our 17 games,"
said Racer coach Ron
Greene "But I'm els°
very much concerned
about our performance in
recent games. We played
well throughout
December and early
January but we seem to
have reached a lull in our
Play
just hope we can

regain our early season
form as we head into the
stretch run of our
schedule," added
Greene
The second-half of()VC
competition begins this
weekend in the form of
Youngstown State iFriaturdayi and Akron
day i on the road
"They are all big
games from here on out."
noted Greene "Anytime

you have to face a seven'
footer 4 Youngstown's
Ricky' TunstaW who
leads the nation in blocked shots and one of trre.
country's moat prolific
scorers !Akron's Joe
Jak ubick you have tin be
concerned
The Racers downed
Youngstown, 9243. and
Akron, 90-79, an earlier
meetings at Murray in a

pair of contests that 44 ere' three-point goals during
closer than the final score the contest. including
earht of 11 in the first half
indicates
Glen Green. who ranks
second in the()VC in scoring, continued his sparkling play as he hit on 10 of
13 field goal attempts anti
scored 26 points as the
Racers edged past Austin
Pray 81-7
Saturday
night The' Governors
ainnected in 10 tif 21

.2It was a great team
victory for us.'' said
Greene -- Austm Peay
may be the most improved team m the league "
Green. who now ranks
10th on the MSC all-time
scoring list, is hitting 53 1
percent of his field goal
attempts after going 14

for 19 737 in a pair of
encounters last - week. He
also ranks second on the
squad in assists 62 and
rebounding 6 2 $
Junior guard Brian
Stewart pitched'. in 17
points against Austin
Peay to improve his scoring average to 10 0 ponds
per outing Stewart is
also- second on the team
in steals, behind I.emont
Sleets
ith 43

despite missing two
••
games earlier in the year
due to an injurs.
Following' this
weekend's road swing,
the Racers will t•onclude•
their OVC schedule with
three of their final five
conference contests - at
Racer Arena Murray
State returns home Feb 7
to face Eastern Illinois in
a non-conference game

Penalty stroke, double-bogey cost Watson
No' position short of the
PEBBLE BEACH,
'Sandy said
'Calif. API --- Tom Wat- There were two or three green, chipped (lose. oneson got into a conversa- balls up there." Watson putted and marked a 6 on
tion with old friend Sandy said. and I asked Sandy his card, finishing off a 67
Tatum while he was stan- if I could use binoculars that left him two stroke's
ding around waiting -- to try to identify my ball back
All that took place at
without success for his Sandy said •No' •'
ball to drop out of a tree
So Watson went bark to Cypress etiont, a course
and preserve his share of the point Irian which he'd Watson- -said -inspires
the lead in the Bing hit his second shot, drop- me '• At about the same
Crosby National Pro-Am
ped in his divot, rattled time. at Pebble Beach,
Wdldnltui0en.
- -Ws lIfitittiPshot --arnuraf-Iran= iris finishing -off
Watson's ball remained some' more trees to .a his . 7-under-par effort
stuck up in the tree on the
18th hole at Cypress
Point. He eventually-called it a lost ball, took his
penalty and scored a
By KEN PETERS
tional Football I.eague s
double-bogey on the hole,
AP Sports Writer
letting Joe Inman take
leading - receiver • this
HONOLULU Al'
sole possession of the
season.
first-round lead with a 7- With the boyish en"'I'm in a situation
thusiasm of a n where I didn't really even
under-par 65.
"I was 7-under going to autograph-seeker. he -think I'd make it in .the
the -18th. then hit it in the said, "Geez, just think, pros,then to be here
tree and it didn't comes here I am with all these
Clark explained away
down," Watson said great players, guys lake his league-leading •60
Thursday. "I walked up Tony Dorsett, Jack receptions for 913 yards,
there and waited around Lambert "
saying."The reason I had
Moments-- earlier, gond nuinhers this Year
for the allotted -fiveminutes. waiting for it to however, he had been pa- was because I•to a wide
fall, or an instant storm tiently signing, _receiver playing , under
to come along and blow it aCitographs for a seem- Bill Walsh, and because
down.
ingly endless string of of I quarterback
Joe
"I asked Sandy if I kids. Dwight (lark, the Montana
could throw a club up San Francisco,49ers wide
'Joe is the best. at getthere and try, to knock it receiver, still can't seem ting the hall to you, even
out of the tree," Watson to accept that he's a- pro if you have just a little bit
_
said.
football player and one- of daylight- -He's really
Tatum. playing in the of the best
got some'km41 of 111310:11'
same foursome, is a
"The nicest thing about
knOW Jne The111111.11111
former president of the - being in the Pro- Bowl ni and [ninny White- are
U.S. Golf Association and being around all these good. but I'M upset
regarded as an expert on great players," said because Joe' - caul Inthe rules of golf.
Clark, who was the Na- here." Clark continued
"He's the reason I'm
here"
Clark, a fourth-year,
pro_ out_ .v1, Clemson will_
second
PAINT LICK,Ky. TAP;
A senior, she
was Ice'- making
-Marsha Hill. a 17-year- averaging -16.3 points consecutive appearance
old star on the Garrard through 20 games this in the. Pro Bowl Sunday.
County High School season. She ranks second
basketball team, is dead all-tune at Garrard Counof injuries received in a ty in_ points 46680 and
.two-vehicle crash.
games played '93 I
State police said the
In 1981, she made thc
teen-ager was injured 45th District allTuesday and died the tournamerd team. and in
following day at a Lex-- 08142 she made first
ington hospital.
team All-Area and All_ -Her brother, Monte. Central Kentucky Conalso was injured in the ference.
collision at the intersecServices will be held
tion
.S. 77 and Ken- Saturday- with - twig- in
tucky 1355 near Ian- Paint Lick Cemetery.

with a 30 on his back ninc
Ile one-putted eight tunes
on that side
Fred Couples,. who
played at Cypress Point.
and Ken Green. at
Spyglass. shared second
with 6s Watson was tied
at 67 with Gil Morgan,
winner of the first two
tournallientS can the Pali
PG-A- Tour se-hedide-The big group at 68 iii

luded Australian i Open Cypress Point
champion Bob Shearer,
The format calls for thc
Cal Peete. Bruce Lietzke. 168 pros, each with an
John Fought. Keith amateur partner. to play
Fergus, It1411 Ct1411111:1411s, one round on each cf thr
0011111e 11:111113114.11.1. Steve. courses before the field is
Ntelnyk and Lindy Miller cut for the final round at
o ii ght - pia% ed at Pebble Beaeh
NIA glass Shearer. 'a MtWatson. the 198'2 Player
111:111S. 11.11111111111d and. of the Year anti holder of
were at Pebble both the S and British
Beach- Metriv-k ret 3,
.
eed and Lietzke 41411 e•
Spyglass Hill today

Receiver Clark doesn't accept greatness

HIRED -- Murray State insistent football coach
Reed May was recently hired by Dayton County
High School as the school's head football coach.
May worked with the wide receivers under current
Racer head coach Frank Beamer.

Hall aims barbs at critics
I.F.XINGTON, Ky: tAPi
Only nine University of
Kentucky basketball
players were able to
practice Wednesday and
Thursday-. so Coach Joe
B. Hall aimed a few barbs
-at critics of-his recruiting

Beal's ailment is not
the tendon injury that
slowed him a few weeks
alio, Hall said.
'I have not had an explanation," Hall said. -If
it is a tendon, it's not the
Carrie tendon." He said Beal probably
"Every year the-cry is would miss Saturday's
.that we're 'stockpiling' game against Alabama.
players," Hall said
Kentucky is 134 overall
Thursday. "These people and 5
in -the
have never tried to con- Southeasterir
Conference
duct a practice with nine following losses
at
players.
Georgia and Tennessee..
"Although the NCAA 'Alabama is 11-7 and
last
gives you 15 scholarships, in the SEC at
;we never used them all: I
Hall said he didn't plan
think maybe this year we
a
lineup change, despite
will. Maybe we'll sign six
his team's tailspin, but
guards."
Jokes aside, Hall called neither did he rule it outs
"Idon't have any plans
• Wednesday's practice
to change, but I want to
"an all-time low."
Junior guard Dicky keep it open," he said. "If
Beal, who did not play in I do,I don't want anybody
Monday's loss to Ten- to say Ilied about it
The main casualties of
nessee because of a
mysterious knee injury, Kentucky's slump have
been senior forward Derremained immobile:
Junior forward Tom rick Hord, whose
Heitz was stricken with shooting percentage in
1 . • fl
se o v ra
pneumonia and he's still 41.9, and junior guard
got a sprained ankle," Jim Master, who hasmissed 16 of his last 20
Hall added. Hall said he was more shots.
concerned about Beal.
Hord seems despondent
"Dicky is not coming about his poor play and
along well at all. He Master simply has lost
couldn't even run yester- his shooting eye, Hall
day"
said.

Crash fatal to cager

ALL

State Trooper Shelby
lakes said the auto that
Miss Hill was driving collided with a tractortrailer driven by Robert
_Greiner of Zanesville.
Ohio.

44

17
I at Ism 311, Las Cias.77
1.1414.04 Csaind N. aoftwer Cs

It4•414.kiies had beatt•ii
Miatill in the Super-how I
'I could jivit feel it in
there, what it is to be the
world champion."
said "Words can't really
describe it It made .nie
remember how' I felt last
year and I,said to myself.
;Hey , we've gut to get
back '
•

New track record
doesn't phase driver
DA N.ToN A BEACH,
Fla -T .AP - Winning the
0441e for an era lurance
race is prestiginus, but
usually not a key factor
one c the race gets 1.1111fer
V. A:1
That's why Frenchman
BotiMollek- was relative
Is calm after breaking his
own track gnalify trig
record Thursday to. take
the top spot for- this
wt•t•kerill's 24-I lour _Pepsi
Challt•rige• sports car

durance race at Day bona
itiTt1-11.4tii41.41 Sneedit as
A race driver alway
tries ha be the fastt•st
That's part of his job.''
the four-time Porsche
Cup champion noted
•'lien winning the pole is
not important at all for
.the race.,It's really
a reward for the tenni:more'f
(
th. OWIleF of the .car and
the sponsor because 41 all
the effort they put into!
it "

a
SHOES

high school scores
lir•awn W 11•044.0 Springs 43
15011.0 entral 30 `Or* Itardw
t •rUair o1.2 11•0411.3
rrinelocirn 1 oCI 1.5.1/01.41tio 11
Dawson Sprints IS 144.0 n
law,Farm 36 Vommille4 fi
1
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1rowIlleel W Mils 111 Wood/ord
a
Henry 1 • 43 Oldham
Koury t• Twos 511 Pedro oh
=Cs413,1114/4/14/ 55
I orkst0 risamme-14•44
Iat Hoary Clay 17 kis Tams 11444

from the strike,
every be ly just seemed
sick of the whole ordeal
And we had senile key injuries.- -and somehov.
just didn't seeni to have
that-tearn -unit-N we'd had
the year before
. Clark said he went in tea
the Washington locker
('au!
room in
list Sunday :Ater the

raster.

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck • arls...save 10-500/0
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when he and the fit:4 of
the Moe MI-Stars face
the AFC in the nationally
tt•levised ginne
He take* the honor of
being len the 40-man
squad, voted by the
league's play els and
coaches, very serinusly
• Since we were picked
to he he-re, only four with.
whOle
receivers In'
(Pith-rem-v. I feel like. we
owe it to the fans to phis
as well as we ran:. Clark
When yenfre on
74.3111
this team. y ou're pro foot
ball's representative'
While Clark mei the
rest of the 49ers• offense
had a good season'
statistically . the club fell
to a 3-6 re-cord and missed
the playoffs and a chance
to defena I its Super Howl
crown
"It was a bunch- of little
things going wrong,- said
"Where
Clark
everything went right for
Us when we won the Super
Bewl, everything went
wrong this Sei1741411
• When we came back
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Horseshoe Bend bypass draws criticism, support
HEN.DERSON. Ky
API
The idea of cutting a canal for the Ohio
-River to bypass
area
'near Henderson and
Evansville. Ind . known
as Horseshoe fiend has
been around for years
The bend in the river effectively cuts off a 2,000acre area for all but
agriculture, even though
it sits directly across

which figures are
available
Recently, an official
with the Louisville
district office of the U S
Army Corps of Engineers
lent some credence to the
plan by calling it -feasible "
Co 1
Charles E
F: ast burn noted,
however, that the task
would be enormously exfrom Evansville's bus) pensive. costing from 160
downtown nverfront
million to $100 million
Pilots on the river are
Once a canal is in
in favor of the idealplace. there have been a
because the bend causes number of suggestions
10-note trip along the for using land in the
winding river to reach a horsehoe
point that is lust a few
Nander'
Most recently,
hundred yards as • the burgh County. Ind
Circrow flies The particular cult Judge William II
stretch of the river is a Miller proposed taking a
busy one, carrying nearly serious look at the bend
99 million tons of goods in for development as an in1980. the latest year for dustrial park or reloca-

lion of Dress Regional
Airport
The airport. located
just north of Evansville.
is in the early stages of an
expansion project that
has drawn cnticistn in
Evansville because It
would force relocation of
a state highway and some
homes
Miller now says he is interested in rejuventating
interest in the project and
has enlisted the support
of Rep
Frank MuCloskey. 1)-hid , the new
congressman from
southern Indiana's 8th
Distrui. Miller said he
would also like to get congres.sional support from
the Kentucky side of the
river, although he has not
talked to' Rep Carroll
Hubbard, 1.>-Ky
F:astburn said if enough

the
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that if Vanderburgh
County officials want to
pursue the matter, he
would be willing to go
along

Bones used in ceremony
SHE PHERDSVILLE,
APt
Ky
Human
bones found in a casket
bought by a Shepherd%vine. Ky , auction service were used for
ceremonies ,at an Elks
nub in New Albany. Ind ,
a club member said
The casket and bones
were discovered by
employees of Glover's
Auction Servii e late
Wednesday in a consignment bought from UStore-lt Mini Warehouses
in Jeffersonville, Ind
Doug Overton, a
member of Thomas
English Elks Lodge 1510
of Ness Albany, said the
bones andalther club property were stored when
the club broke up fter iL
building was torn down
Last stmuner
Overton said the boneS.
which he said he brought
to the club -about 18
years ago." were used for
initiations of new

EOM WORTH. 1 exas
A grand jury has
Al'
returned involuntary
manslaughter charges
against a couple who said
they were trio busy to
bury their 3-year-old
daughter. killed in a fire
when llsey left her home
alonc

FIIi.

•.•
; •••...

County

Judge-Executive A.G.
Pritchett said Wednesday

members He would not
say where he got the
bones
Officer Robbie Popplewell of the Bullitt
County Shenff's Department said the wooden
container resembled a
child's casket The bones
were spotted with "three
different colors of wax
droppings" and s leather
mask was also found in
the casket
He said Dr David Wolf,
Kentucky's state forensic
examiner, pieced
together parts of two
human skeletons from
the bones, and took them
to Frankfort for further
examination
Indiana State Police
Detective Curtis Wells
said the Jeffersonville
warehouse routinely sells-.
goods on consignment to
the Shepherdsville auction house if rent on a
storage space has not
been paid

2. Not-ice

./bake the arrangements
The girl's grandparents
in Indiana eventually arranged for her burial in a
family plot

Leaf market up

LOUISVILLE. Ky
Kentucky's
Al'
Lloyd and Susan Stuart burley markets handled
of Highlands. near 2,311,632 pounds of leaf
Illiu.ston. is-iire indicted Thursday for an average
Thursday by a Tarrant price of $181,72, up $1
from the previous day
lounty grand jury
The -Federal-State
. Their daughter,
Market News Service
Mu helle. died laN. 19 in a
said that Cynthiana had
fire that swept their
the day's best average,
mobile borne at a flea
$185.76, on the auctioning
market in the Dallas
of 642.216 pounds
suburbia Grand Pralt-le
Lexington moved
The girl's parents were 763,482 pounds of burley
not present when the fire at an average price of
broke out and did not go $180.13 per hunto the hospital where she dredweight.
died
The couple later
The news service Said
asked Dallas authorities that Kentucky's sales for
to provide a pauper's the season now total
funeral for the child. say- 558,739.388 pounds which'
ing they were too bu.sy
brought an average price
with their junk business of $182 55
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Trailer axles and tires
753 7975

C011

K.Home Furnishings
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PISTON
IEWTIERS
Watch
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Greed

0
.
110 111ors* Maze
Uncle

former

Lee's

Illealles•
S. Lost and Found
Lost
beagle. brown
if found call
black
753 44630.489 2171
Lost gray kitten in
Canterbury Estate; has
collar call 713 1372 or
753 7257 Reward
Lost white male Rom
ley, medium -sqe. heavy
build, weighs 40 or SO
lbs t man dog. if seen
notify Daniel Pritchett,
Lost in the
753 81163
vinicitY Of Old Butler
Store Community and
Coles Campground Be
eve dog is on ros way
back home

6. Help Wanted

/Away, Ky.

'

Burley Poundage ribr '12
or 113 crop 7530574

testi* needs

Witch for rood
opooing.
Ohm*Ana

' WHAT ARE
YOU DOING,
NANCY?

14.Warillolvy

2. Notice

Couple charged byfury

Dan. ial•

,s•.1,

Henderson

C

at,ode
tne dead
10 Sqviti

-political influence"
could be brought to bear.
Congra0 could provide
enough Money to make
an initial study of the pro-

MO Weekly paychecks
(fully guaranteed,
working part or toll
time at home Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to your from
Homt Office every
Start im
Wednesday
mectiately
No ex
defunct. necessary
National company
Do
your work right in the
comfort and security of
your own home Details
and application, mailed
Send yOur name and
American
address 'to
Fidelity Company, Hir
..n9 Dept 77 1040 Lone
Star Dr . New Braun
leis, TX 78130
immediate opening for
a laboratory director.
medical technologist
CASCP) or equivalent at
Murilenberg Commun
.11y
Hospital. 135 bed
acute care hospital
Minimum of- three years
supervisory experience
P
Lab
helpful
accredited, and piano(
ogist directed
Excel
lent Pay and benefits
Miller.
W L
Call Dr
Muhlenberg Common
,ty Hospital, Greenville.
Ky
507 331 4211. Ext
211
OIL COMPANY
OPENING
Off Shore
rigs, no experience
necessary, start gm
mediately, 35.000 plus
per year For informa
I lion call 1 312 920 9364,
Fit 17748
Someone to repair 109
tobecco barn Call 464
6601
Sucess with color ,
Seasons of colors area
fastest growing Color
analyias artistic make
up and wardrobe plan
ning (total appear
anct) is seeking pro
/visional quality con
sullants capable of
Operating their own
business and recruiting
and managing other
We train
cOnsullants
and angst extensively
For details, send re
sume to Season of
Colon. P 0 130x 9314,
Kentucky Oaks Mall,
Paducah. Ky 42001
Standing tam
Wanted
ber.
YOu would be
interested in selling logs
in the Murray area.
contact T R
MeadOws,
314 624 5102

9.Sitvation Warded
. Need someone to car
pool with 2 or 3 days a
week from Murray to
Fulton
753-3541 after
6p.ns
Will do hOuie cleaning.
nave references 753
7171

4..LaYe

Itinerate
Pre piano classes for
children
Individual
keyeo•rds in a class-lab
setting emphas.ring
basic pianistic stills to
prepare your child for
private lessons. 17 *wit
course
February 141h
Call
Suzanne JoItnion. 436
2423. or Chuck's Music
'Canter. 7533413
Professional rpooring.
grade 1 S. have re
*sconces Call 753-0157

-

12-- wrote marble vanity
sins fop *Oh 944'11 bowl
$45 Call 753 5940
Black naugnany de
chair
c,offee table
7
Duncan
end tables
PhYle Dining Room Set
753 OM
Contemporary style
sofa and love seat in
stripe earth tone colors
$200 Call 7S3 01114
Dinette Set $20 Couch,
S25 Call in morning
759 18118
For sale
New cut
velvet matching couch
and char colors are
Off white background
gold, brown 4:14ut and
(fiery
green floral
print 5250 436 5130
Furniture ano Bedding
Sale Drastic -reductions
on all bedding. living
room. dining room.
✓ ecliners, and
bedroom suites in stock .
We appreciate your
business
Carraway
Furniture, 10$ N 3rd SI.
753 1502
Old oak Wilson kitchen
cabinet with frosted
glass doors and roll
Refinished
Cali
dOor
419 7141
Solid One bedroom
suite, 4 poster canopy
bed, dresser, cheit,
calico acessories, ex ,
ceoent condition $375
753 6679
Tappan, self cleaning
range excellent condi
tion, 3 ogr old Hot Point,
16.000 BTU. Air Con
ditioner. nearly new
Sears 5.000 B -TU. 110
volt. Air' conditioner
Frigidaire. frost free
Refrigerator
WhirlpoOl
Winner Call 753 6277

ilk -

742. Serts Equipment
Browning BT 99 32F
like new 1435 753 0211

71)Ausical
Baldwin Fun machine
Organ. 1250 753 9644
Two Sony 3 way
Speakers $15 for pair
753.0711
Upright Piano. 5175
Call 753 9940 after 5 30

D.Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous
Firewood, $22 50 rick
753 3711 after Sp m
Heat bulbs, 250 watts,
Intl° red. II 59 each
Wa f tin Seed-ware.
Paris

Oregon chain saws
chains. 3/8 inch pitch.
For 16 inch bar. 799 20
inch bar.
99
Wallin
Hardware, Paris

SEASONED
FIRE WOOD Call John
Boyer.- M03A Satellite Receiver
System. completely in
stalled and ready to
watch over SO channels
This is a "10p Of the
line- System. S2,950 We
have Murray re
terences
Call 502 676
3963 or 507 231 5219.
Seasoned oak and
hickory, 16 20 inch $39 a
rack Green. $25 • rick
Delivered and stacked
7531400
Season wood for sale
753 X127
TUCK'S DISCOUNT
PANELING
Paneling.
100 patterns Exterior
Siding. 214's 1 79 No 2
Shingles. 114 95.isq
Vinyl Rugs $2
,
Srso rd
Roiled Roofing.
$I95/roll
Exterior 1.
Interior Door Units
Vanities. top and bet
tons Carpet Hwy 45, I
nil
SO . Martin. Tn
19011 511/ 3000
Wood for sat* 02 $530
Or 752 3619
Wood for sale $25 a
rick delivered 474 1744

IS. Business Services

'
beginning
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751.1425
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US-WILL
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vori AXE *V WINS
Au. Twill rat At ?
90 XXPLL KEEP
isEirOu'r or MY
Mat

Raw tors. racoon. red
lox. Vey ten. muskrat,

V.N4011.Nan Salmi

mint. coyote.
beaver. Owen

ins mat Then bed
ream 1½ MM. on 11
/
2
•Cr• lot, will an 1060k
tank, central Reef and •

15.AM**We

•ir, appliances in
cludet arid sell or take
down payment and Meet
veto fake over the
payments. 713$142 be
tem tp.rneted OM after
Sp.m. Ask tor ReowNe.

oossoon.

Me.
Cletlan. P.O. Ilea 43.
Pulaski. iii. 47t74. "
Mom 41•3434314.
lectrilli Canna
Typewriter. WIN 12.
like new. 2 create
stave reorders eats.
ROCS Sanaa New Wan
Get Owns anal Knives.
TWO" ;Mule talliire.
Miewee.

1914. 3 bodeseen,
barn. ternIstial. Melt
Sill. $4,100 legion's
means anal fet ea. Ise
anytime. 7151731.

•

1444.

11 1 III 111 NH k1 .

.1.1.191.1.11

rides. Ivelonaars 1. IOC

1.11.016M;MI
V.*kik Now Sates

N. MAKS Rentals mime 34.*mktRant

84.41ding for rent or.
IWO two tiedrOeM fur
nestled, gat Or electric
tale 45 ft x 77 ft" with
parking 733 7370
35.000 Call 759 1719
1873 1700 To bed
room, 2 both. un
IMO
turnishee7 UM. 751
1242
Wareham*
11173 1300 Furnished
Stereos Spas
three bedroom 1:1' path
For Neat
- with wall to waif car
753-1751
pitting, has new hying
room Suite, central gas
heat. central air, with
large front porch.
1011 •20f 1
storage
Cozy one bedroom fur
building with add on nish•d apt . low
garage.18.000 WO 2412
utilities. near hospital
Call 713 We
Duplex apt I block west
MSU. av•ilabie im
12x60, please furnish med.iately. 1155 month.
references See Elran
733 1514 or nights 753
don Dill at Oil's Trailer 2619
Ct
Four room sot 733 8113
Nice 7 bedroom trailer or 759 473. gas heat
near Murray No pets
Furnished Or un
4192611
furnithed agtS
1 or 2
Two bedroom mobr'e bedroom. Zimmerman
home 1 ; miles south of Apt S letts, 733 6609
town 1175 Call 753 0692
Nice 7 bedroqm, fur
after 5 00
niStied. dePOsil re
Two bedroom, fur
quired
No pets
nished Or unfurnished. 753 8731
no pets Call733 1806
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray 753
4109. 762 6630 or
Kerosene heaters, all 436 2841
have ceramic wicks. One bedroom Call 7$3
automatic try over. cut 42011. or, 254.4254 Offer
oaf switch, battery 4R•113.
ignation. UL approved- One bedroom furnished
6000 BTU. 9999 9300 utilities not included
119 99 and up 1165 per month
BTU
Call
12000 BTU. 12999 20000 753 3.530
Waiii.n
BTU, 179 99
Small neatly furnkshed 1
Hardware, Paris
bedroom apt Inquire at
Sunbeam 18.000 BTU 100 South 13115 St
kerosene heater, like
new. retails for $161.
sell for 3120 Call 753
Two bedroom. stove
3711
and refrigerator fur
nistied. gas heat.
located in Dexter 753
For rent, office space in 4661Southside Shopping Tiaro bedroom house.
Center, reasonable living . room, dining
rent, utilities furnished. room. kitchen. 1 bath
Caii
Call 753 6612 or 753 4349 1007 Main St
after Sp.m
753 130

32. WS.For Rent

3. Mobile Home Rentals

Heatiott-Cooling

▪

-

34. Houses for Rent

IlBusiness Rentals

N.Pets-Supplies
AKC Cocker Spaniel
puppies 753 3096
AKC Registered
Doberman puppies 759
451111Or 73) 74.37
AK C Registered Silver
Poodle puppies
474 6030
Black and white Border
puppies 113 each
192 6656
Labrador Retrievers.
AKC close Out sale. no
reasonable offer will be
refused Call 733 4106

43. Real Estate

or &

•I•

uth 12th at Sycamor
TELEPHONE 753-16.51
ppaittamets oak
ver yam coavenieace.
Fell time
spies
essecietes
phases.

overdo,

AIM McCort,
Mani

PA 22411
753 7729

Ism Resew*

/5313M

gel SUN
AIM 911143/11

innsi
7512477

GATTWAT TO 4000 WING
.11•outiful 4 bedroom 3 both home that con be
bought with 17 acres for 589.500. or kritti S
ants for S79.509 Have your own estate at
Min bargain price Phone 753-1222 Kappenal Amity

14111 UMW
Eiceptional home at a reosonable prKe Three
bedrooms 1
baths control oas hoot per•
holloesament 546 300

SWIM VIA/ WNW
4 bedrooms 3 baths fireoloco indoor pool
2600 so ft of living moo control heat and
air 190 x 440 wooded lot 5102 SOO Phone
753 1222

IdalillINATIRCCOPARCT
4 bedrooms. 2's both, two-story home with
21100 se ft heat pimp fireplace 12
closets, and lots more Attractive assumoble
loan

A MIMI tell AU 141410113
Somewirem character charm and mmo
mighlwrtiloW camWm to WAS thn
bedroom 2 both home Wed property 540's

011111111111113 MO MINNIIIMIMUTY
A PUNKT 99141111111111
In Mis 2 bedroom I 's bath horns with new /Mae this home very desirable Three
heat pump fireplace insert and neatly lend- bedroom's I '1 baths newly decorated Pig
mem!lawn Priced et 144.000 Met.Kee- edam theme 140's
'mud Realty today

UM 7111111111111111T1
0101411111111711 MOW
Wel-stsied bred lease WO pm her resi tte*Neeeketaissalcal home. Nat/ aecoretel
wog asI plumate. sea her ewer heeler 4 ore anted in the 510's. Very maerehle
writes name 733-1222 toopene leder
Mitresaw TWths Wine* to 536 900

GIN 1111111111PMS
1699 NM OW
3 alma WW1 Pan OM 19401/49 WWI Orresag 3 bedroom Mae•camelear law
essambe how Mt lea, sws.
modese1 ell
redeserstel Peal•131.900

•

153-1222
24 Hour Phan)

53 Services Offered

4.Atolorc cles

Strout
Realty
OM,Case is Cow
amen from Iverywhore
Service Lace I 9011
1917 C444444•41. Mead
Ow,lawArtay 47071
(SIM 753 6116
Statikee
1101 t AMMON
Weber
weenie a Seeded

44. Lotsfor Sale
Two acres ioiated on
Martin Chapel Road
Call 759 1210.

&Homesfor Sale
2 bedroom rural home
with utility r00rn • On
large lot in Aimo Only
For more .,;n
$17300
formation cati Spann
Itealty laisoc /31 7774
Attractive two bedroom
horn* with wail to wail
carpeting
fireplace
hew roof in 1971 plus
one half acre lot
Located two miles east
of Murray and price
reduced to 120 000 Call
KOPPERUO REACT s'
753 1222
FMHA loan approved' 3
bedroom, separate din
no, den and utility
Breezeway con
room
neOs garage and house
Appliances and drapes
stay 1 1.4 acre lot For
appointment To see call
Spann Realty . Assoc
753 7724
"Not fancy
but
homey" Older :house
Newly
near downtown
painted and ready to be
moved • into
Four be
droorris and full base
ment with room tor -a
workshop. Spacious
nome - priced in The
KOP
upper 120's
PERUD _REALTY _ isp
1222
One of the exceptionally
well built homes in
Calloway County is this
three bedroom brick in
Lake Forest Subdivi
Central electric
sion
neat and air
drapes.
cw_r_prit, range. 4.4
hwasher. garage door
opener, fenced beck
Numerous ex
yard
?rest: Located on three
Roberts Realty
lots
CO., 33 1631
Or rent. 3 bedroom
brick, all electric: all
appliances included
miles from town
No
pets 436 2102 or I 443
in)
SOMEPLACE
SPECIAL This home
reflects the love Ittal
lives there. This home 4s
a cozy charmer oneyou would be proud to
write pome to mom
a
airy
light
So
So
Dramatic family room
with an abundance of
built ins and a wood
Just
burning fireplace
now on the market at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
RealtOrs 753 1192
The entry says
- welcome" an
the
kitchen is expertly
planned tor efficiency
and easy care file
floors in kitchen and
playroom give Ihe
modern touch, yet you
wilt find thili a warm
A
and inviting home
bright
airy Ointment
*nth plenty of room for
yfruc, favorite hobbies
Each of the three
bedrooms has walk in
There's spare
Closets
galore for children's
IhOw
backyard play
reduced by 15.000 Let
Century- 71 -show --yo'
now by dialing. 733 1192
Three bedroom, plus
upstairs, full basement
hum electric heal. %via
hook up. storm win
dows. 501 South 6th
SO2 362 8063
Ter,* bedroom brick
bettsgy_,contral heat
and art; carpet
lhfOuiltsOUt. city water
and SOVIPIP10.0 Puryear.
Tenn 379.900 Call 102
436 7353 after S
weekdays. anytime Sat
and Sun
Three bedroom, b v .
central twat, air condi
lion, utility. VI d
hookup, range. MS
hwasher, carpet. car
pod Outside storage or
workshop. WW1) well, all
on Is acres and on 94
East.$45,000 753 4001

ir 173
1977 vamana
010041 (ono t.ors will sell
or trade Or guns_ also
brown leatne• ..ouch
good
ono
on
Cal
492 8844
h---r e-e
1952 1 6 5
Wheeler 192 $115
52 Husk
Automat .
420 600 miles SI SOO 71
TTS00 Yamaha
flat
tracker Or Stork 111100
Alter ep m -751 4346
•
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JOB TO
1978 Oidsmooile 94 Re
gent
2 door Coupe
aii One
full power
IS
sell
tO
Ano
Call tine Me 759 9108
Arpr'
A
A dr
1950 Buick
•
'
sitf4 A 4
automat
LaSabre
I 01.:
air Cora good .330
fess
• .
engine • Caii 436 7477
get 'he
p e r en
1990 Ford Pinto es, el
lent ,ondit.on
new F ree E s' i•i l'iis
tires $7 SOP or be's, lett 751.3015
offer 753 9535
:or e Noel
1940 Monte Carlo 6
r•
tirtirsoer: p-s'. p b Tot I. so for -snort
AM FM stereo
CruiSe
Call 751
•^4.
Talw Player
,
JV :44
1297 alter 5p_rn
_
1901 Chevrolet impair,
cyiinder. PS
ph
till *nee'
automatic
criloSe control eiceilent
tires $t 995 759 9551
Hat
1 dr
•
HO
Cali
chba(k Chevette
75'1 7152
1961 Toyota Carolla F Rs
AM F M
Sport Coupe
air condition S speed
blue 35 MPG 753 ma

•(-

1' .•

-Ditimeing *seal.
' .
.5 •••,ng

Cal, 'S) S416
E'i'iMA'i

al

options pt.

Aluminum 'MI Vinyl
siding end Aluminum
trim for eil houses It
stops peiefing
lock Glover
753,1873

1

WALLIS DRUG
•PRISCRIPTIONS •FR1SN FRUIT DRINKS
eltOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR MT AND SALE
eilADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•NOLLISTER MONT PRODUCTS
Ilry• beintry se
'
,linnet/es•Cs?,(cons

Ines
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Billion dollar ski resort being developed in Sierra Nevada

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Kelly
dies today
at hospital
Mrs Penny Todd Kelly,
33, Rt 3. died today at
2:20 a.m. at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital.
Memphis, Tenn
She was a member of
the Elm Grove Baptist
Church where she was active in activities of the
church. She was a 1967
graduate of Calloway
County High School
Mrs Kelley was born
Feb 14, 1949. in Calloway
County to Ben Todd and
Dorothy Smith Todd
She is survivesi by her
husband, Jimmy Kelly, to
whom she was married
on (Mt 17. 19641; one son,
Benp Kelly, RI ,1, her
parents-, Mr and Mrs Ben Todd. Lynn Grove
Also survohng are one
sister, Miss • Pam Todd,
Lexington. grandparents. Mr and Mrs
Oury Smith, HI 1,
Kirksey . her mother-inlaw,Mrs Jack-Kelly, lit
3.
The body is being
returned to the BlalockCOlertlitIl Funeral Horne
where friends may call
after 1 o in Saturday

•

Fund established
OW NS110110, Ky.
AP
Daviess F'isi al
Court has established a
-fund to raise $20,000 in
reward money for information about the
murder of 1'011Ven14'flusi
store clerk Edith Marie
Curry
Mrs Curry, 47. was
working alone at The
Pantry in liwensboro early Sunda) %hen she was
abdul ted. police said
Her body was found that
aft...mm..1 along a -oal
hauling road near Panther
Judge-executive Bill
Froehlich said county officials are asking for
donations to the fund,
which had. reached
S11.500 by Tuesday
The money will be
given to anyone who provides information that
leads to the conviction of
the person or people who
th 4 V. u in 0 n ,
Froehlich said

Man sentenced
LExiNwroN. Ks
A I Alt ington
AP ,
sale sma it has been
ordered tEl sefle one year
and one day in prison for
conviction on three
counts of income.-ta x evasion
U S District Judge
Scott Reed., issued the
sentence against William
1. Fraley on .Wednesday
The judge told Fraley to
report in three weeks to a
prison to b.• determined
by the U S Bureau of
Prisons
Fraley is the founder
and owner of School
Sports Calendar Co.. a
Lexington business that
distributes sports calendars to colleges and high
schools around the country
lie also was ordered to
repay the Internal
Rev entle Service taxes
owed on $90,000 of income
between 1976-78.
Fraley said he had
"overlooked" the income
"I nook a mistake
When you' make a
mistake, you have to be
big enough to accept it"
Fraley said after the
sentencing hearing.

TRtJCKE,Cahf. tAP
Hoping to succeed
where Walt Disney faded.
a group of California and
Nevada developers is
quietly planning what
could be the nation's
largest ski resort - (1 61
billion complex in the
Sierra Nevada
When finished, the proposed Sunstream ski
area, nearly twice the
size of Vail, Colo., would
cater to 25,000 or more
skiers a day
really believe a
place like this wodld do
twice the gross they do in
Vail now," said Alain
Lazard, a former coach
of the French national ski
team and a partner in the
proposed resort a few
miles from Lake Tahoe
He estimated the cost
could top 81 billion with
construction lasting as
long as 20 years
It has been more than a
decade since a major ski
resort was built in the
Sierra Nevada
Environmental protests in
the mid-1970s helped stop
two resorts proposed by
Walt Disney Productions;
One at Mineral King in the
southern Sierra and one
at Independence lake, 13
miles from Truckee
But developers and
conservationists say the
Sunstrearn proposal is
different, partly because
its location is not as
unspoi-Led his Mineral
King or Independence
Lake
The land, located in
Coldstream — Valley,
southwest of Truckee. Is
mostly owned by
developers, although
there are sonic t' S
Forest Service and other
private land holdings on
the site
Sunstrearn's slopes
would be sandwiched between two other - wellestablished ski areas,
Squaw Valley and Sugar
Bowl, and the area has

'Bill' Seay
dies today
Gaylon Bill Seay, 69,
Rockford, Ill., died today
at a hospital in Rockford.
Rorti JUly 1, 1413, hi
Graves County, -fie was
the son of the late W.H.
'Squire' Seay and Lola
Burnett Seay
Mr Seay is survived by
his wife, Mrs Madelle
Murdock Seay, to whom
he was married on July 4,
1936, six daughters; one
son, one sister, Mrs 0 B
Ray, Murray
Funeral and burial services will be in Rockford,
Ill

Mrs. Farley's
mother dies
Mrs Vernon--4) Real.
88, Independence, Mo
died there She was' the
mother of Mrs Joe Pat
I Wilma Farley of Murray
The de( eased, the
former Emmy Amanda
Lund,' was born Feb- 2. 1895, to Swedish parents,
John. August Lund and
llama Lund. in San Francisco, Calif
Survivors include her
husband, Vernon 0 Real,
three (laughters, Mrs
Farley of Murray, Mrs
lee Ho) 'Mabel)
Sch.ulenberg of _In,
dependence, Mo , and
,Mrs Bob
Mariam)
Smith of Albuquerque.
one son Vernon
N M
Beal Jr Independence,
Mo
Also sur% lying are 15
grand t toldren 23 greatgrandg•hildren one sister
and one briither.
()ne son,
Joho Frederick Beal,
died in 19:16
The Speaks Funeral
Ilona. of Independence;
Mo . will be in charge of
the funeral and burial ar
rangements

Senators hope Adelman
tough enough for the job
WASHINGTONI AP)
Kenneth I. Adelman appears headed for confirmation as chief U S.
arms negotiator, even
though some senators
worry that he is not tough
enough to handle the job
Sen ('harks II Percy,
H-Ill, chaimuin of the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, Kind he was
"extremely. pleased"
with- Adelman's second
appearance before the
panel Thursday
Other Republicans also
appeared to be softening
in their skeptical attitude
toward Adelman's
nomination as head of the
U S Arms Control and
Ihsannament Agency
But Sen. Nancy Landon
Kassebatun, R-Kan , said
Adelman's testimony had
been a disappointment,
and told him she was
uncertain that he - would
give confidence to
negotiators, on our side
or the other side, that you
are willing to lead the
charge"
The senior Democrat
on the conumttee,• Sen
Claiborne Pell of Rhode
Island, questioned
whether, Adelman had the
"stature and force" to mspire respect among his
colleagues and serve as
"a counterforce" against
opponents of arma control in the Pentagon.
Sen Paul Tsongas,
Mass.. said he was "too

troubled" to vote for the
nomination because hidoubted that Adelman
would stand up to arms
control foes
• • Listening to all of this,
in my heart I have tEl say
he's a bureaucrat. he is
not going to do it,
Tsongas said
But Sen ,Joseph Bolen,
D-1)el., said Adelman had
''gone a rtgig way to
alleviate my concern
Adelman, 36, admitted
he had been ''overly
cautious" in his first appearance before the committee, but said he had
been criticized for being
"too bold" in his two-year
stint as deputy to Jeane
Kirkpatrick, U.S ambassador to the United
Nations.
"I don't think the president wants a bureaucrat
for director of the Ann.'.
Control and Disarmament Agency, and if he
did he would have picked
somebody else." he said
Percy said the committee will vote on
Adelman's nomination on
Feb. 15, the day after
Congress returns from a
Lincoln's Birthday recess
that starts today

been targeted for ski
development in government planning reports.
"The area is not as environmentally sensitive
or pristine as some of the
other areas that have
been proposed." said Ted
Cobb. chairman of the
Mother Lode chapter of
the Sierra Club
"If they are very
careful and are really
concerned about making
a good project,! seriously
doubt if we will oppose
it "
Cobb's view is not
universally shared, and
the developers expect
some opposition, but not
from government officials
The state of California
under the Brown administration was
unalterably opposed to
any use of . the Sierra
Nevada," said Don
Steinmeyer, chairman of
Sunstone International
Ltd . Surustream's parent
company
"I think the new administration, both nationally and in California.
_ ha,s a different view of
how ;hose kinds of
resources should be used
for human beings," said
Steinnieyer. 51. a Nevada
land developer
Planning consultant
Hoy Brewer said it would
be several months before
the earliest proposals artsubmitted to local planning authorities
Stemineyer said skiing at
Sunstream could begin no
earlier than the winter (if
1984-85
As part qi the planning
process. Lazard, an expert skier, spent nearly
two months last year skiing and studying the
Sunstream site
' - It's Just perfect." he
said "As far as the trails,
it is very diversified,
There are some verysteep chutes, and some
nice level areas for beginners You can accomnoxiate a lot of different types of skiers"
The Lake Tahoe region
already includes more
than a dozen ski resorts,
the greatest concentration in the Sierra Nevada
I Azar(I said Sunstream
would be different than
the others because it
would be a "destination"
resort with everything
needed for a lengthy stay'.
"It',s self-contained,"
he said ''You have
hotels, you have
restaurants, you have
condos, you have shopping, you have everything.
You park your car and
you don't go anywhere for
a week."
Lazard said the 16square-mile site has
about 4,200 acres of terrain suitable for skiing.
He envisions 25
jor"
ski lifts, as well as
smaller lifts and rope
tows on beginner slopes.
By comparison, nearby
Heavenly Valley, now
considered the nation's
largest ski resort, boasts
26 lifts and over 20 square
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hope to blunt enviromnental opposition
by preparing iyietteukias
planning reports and
working to safeguard the
area's natural beauty.
"We're trying to do our
homework up front," he
said
But' the plans already
are stirring up old fears
in Truckee, a former logging town where considerable opposition

arose to the Disney project. Residents are worried that the'pew resort
might threaten their way
at life.

development task

"Our perception is that
there's a lot of noble being
made and not a lot of action," said Marshall
"I think people are cow Lewis, a spokesman for
cerned about -what it the nearby Alpine
would do to the area," Meadows ski resort.
said Bob Herby little
"They've got some
mountain community. Is
mighty big plans," Lewis
this going to wipe it out"
said, ''but they've got
Some competitors some equally large
believe Stuistream may hurdles to jump before
not be up to the huge they can pull it off "

Jail standards discussed by state official
FRANKFORT. K y.
Apr -- Local jail
facilities that could handie low -risk state
prisoners would be an
economical option to the
"full-service jails"
governed by new state
standards, according to
the executive director of
the Kentucky, Jailers
Association
David Bland told the
Kentucky Jail Standards
Commission on Thursday
that . he feels counties
should have other options
to running a full-service
Jail, Including the lowrisk facility or Just a 71hour lock-up
Bland said he thinks
jail standards developed
by the commission under
1982 sail reform legislalion "are geared toward
the full-service jail in
which the prisoners are
pretrial or sentenced,
non-outside release
"Essentially, if a county decides it is going to
operate a full-service jail,
be It large or small, it
must meet the present
standards."-Bland said.
However, Bland said
there are several counties which either don't
want to operate a fullservice jail or don't have
the inmate population to
justify one.
The Jail Standards
Commission was extended by Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. with directions to
develop standards for
"temporary holding"
facilities.
Bland suggested that
the term should be used
to include low.. security
prisoners who are
awaiting trial for.up to 72
hours and low security
outside release persons
who -have already been
sentenced.
"This would permit
those counties which do
not wish to operate a full-

service .jail and do not
want to invest in costly
high security construehon to maintain either
just a 72 hour lock-up or
what has been called a
low-risk facility," Bland
said.
Bland said counties do
have a fourth option of
not having any type' of
detention facility and
said there are some areas
of the state where that
would be justified.
He said if a county opts
for just the lock-up, any
prisoners held longer
than 72-hours would be
transported to another
facility. He said the 72hour time frame allows
for detention over the
weekend.
The operational cost of
such a facility would be
reduced by combining the
county's dispatch operation and other 24-hour
public safety services in
with the lock-up. Bland

said.
Bland said the low-risk
facilities could take low
security felons with short
sentences and felons in
pre-release status, thus
helping to relieve overcrowding at the fate's
prisons.
He bald it would also
"make good economic
sense" because of the
"increased avillability of
a work force for the county."
Bland said such low-
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ogles •I terrain. Lazard
said S unst r e am • s
"skiable" acreage would
be larger. and its cipacity of behressi 5,1188 and
31.000 &ion would be far
greater.
Lodging developments
alone at Suristream could
run $700 million, Lazard
said, with an additional
875 million for ski trails,
lifts and lodges
Br ew e r said
Sunstream's developers
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